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Abstract

This study approaches the problem of Colour Image Segmentation as a Pat�
tern Recognition task� This leads to the problem being broken down into two
component parts� feature extraction� and classi�cation algorithms� Measures to
enable the objective assessment of segmentation algorithms are considered�
In keeping with this pattern�recognition based philosophy� the issue of texture

is approached by a consideration of features� followed by experimentation based
on classi�cation� Techniques based on Gabor �lters and Fractal dimension are
compared� Also colour is considered in terms of its features� and a systematic
exploration of colour features is undertaken� The technique for assessing colour
features is also used as the basis for a segmentation algorithm� that can be used
for combining colour and texture�
In this study� several novel techniques are presented and discussed� Firstly

a methodology for the judgement of image segmentation algorithms� Secondly a
technique for segmenting images using fractal dimension is presented� included
a novel application of information dimension� Thirdly an objective assessment
of colour spaces using the techniques discussed as the �rst point of this study�
Finally strategies for combining colour and texture in the segmentation processare
discussed and techniques presented�
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Chapter �

The Problem

This study seeks to assess the possibilities for the combination of texture and

colour for the purposes of segmentation of images� There are a number of pos�

sible approaches to this problem� Firstly there is the possiblity of segmenting an

image on the basis of textural information� and subsequently re�ning the result

using colour information� The second approach is the converse of the �rst� and

segmenting an image using colour� followed by re�nement based on texture� The

third approach is to use texture and colour concurrently� In the study the �rst

and second approaches are considered�

The issues will be approached in a number of stages� and are listed here�

� Measuring the Success of Image Segmentation This issue has been identi�ed

as problematical� however it is essential to form some form of clear idea of

success	 how �good�� �bad�� or �useful� an image segmentation hypothesis

�



is�

� A Consideration of Texture Using the formal judgement criteria de�ned

above� some novel textural analysis techniques are tested and analysed�

� A Consideration of Colour Spaces There are a number of di�erent colour

spaces in use� Some of which may be of more use than others in the seg�

mentation process� It is proposed to examine colour spaces� and acquire

understanding as to their limitations and promise in the image processing

problem in general� and the segmentation problem in particular�

� Unifying Colour and Texture The �nal stage consists in considering the more

e�ective ways of combining colour and texture to provide accurate image

segmentation�

The �nal chapter of the study will consist of a review of the work undertaken�

and discussion of the work left to be done�
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Part I

The Segmentation Paradigm

�



Chapter �

Image Segmentation� Issues and

Concepts

��� Presenting the Language of the Problem

This study is entitled the �Colorimmetric Segmentation of Textured Images�� It

seeks to use colorimmetric discipline� and textural analysis as a means of segment�

ing digital images� This title encompasses a broad sweep of issues and concepts

that will require discussion and explanation� and the �rst Part of this study will

be devoted to that end� In order to facilitate this discussion however this �rst

chapter will be devoted to clarifying some of the terminology� with the hope that

tedious explanations at this early stage will avoid the need for possibly more

tedious explanations later on�

�



��� The Basics

As suggested by the title� this study is concerned with the processing of Digital

Images� which are the means whereby computers represent pictures� They consist

of matrices of picture elements �or pixels� of varying brightness and colour� that

when displayed on a screen� collectively represent an image�

The advantage of digital images is that they lend themselves to rapid and �ex�

ible numerical processing� since they can be treated as two�dimensional functions

of space� and consequently a whole range of numerical tools are available for any

number of purposes such as removing noise� improving de�nition� and detecting

edges�

One of the application areas of Digital Image Processing is in the �eld of

Machine Vision� which attempts to perform higher cognitive tasks� such as inter�

preting scenes and identifying objects within them� on computer hardware� In

image processing and machine vision� image segmentation is used for two di�er�

ent� albeit related processes� object recognition� and image compression�

Segmentation for the purposes of image compression is concerned with the

identi�cation of regions where there is some homogeneity in terms of colour or

texture� What is required is that all such regions in an image have some form of

concise description of their location and content so that the image can be stored

economically� and reproduced when required�

In machine vision systems the requirement is only slightly di�erent	 that re�

��



gions have a concise and meaningful description of their location and content�

Conciseness is required in order to reduce the quantity of data� minimising the

amount of complex processing involved at the later stages� The need for se�

mantic consistency �or meaning� is the main distinction from data compression

techniques�

Meaning is required in order to enable recognition� or any of the other tasks

associated with intelligence�cognition� to be performed� and encompasses a num�

ber of concepts� In addition to the surface characteristics of colour and texture�

the spatial relationship between the component pixels needs also to be preserved

in this meaning� Unlike data compression� segmentation for object recognition

requires that the pixels within a segment must be fully contiguous�

In both cases �Data compression� and object recognition� image segmentation

is an information management process� and its context depends on how the tech�

nique is to be exploited� This study is primarily concerned with segmentation in

the context of object recognition and scene analysis� although it is likely that the

techniques discussed here could be used for compression purposes as well�

The main assumptions upon which segmentation is based are� that objects

will have consistent surface properties� and that these will result in homogen�

eous regions �or segments� in their digital image representations� This brings

two very awkward concepts into the discussion� namely �object�� and �homo�

geneity�� These simple words encapsulate all of the di�culties associated with

image segmentation� and consequently there is a need to clarify precisely what

��



they mean�

����� The Problematical Philosophy of Image Segmentation

In the previous section the word �object� was rather glibly applied� here some

attempt at clari�cation is made� David Marr���� criticised the segmentation

paradigm on the grounds that the goals of segmentation are almost impossible

to de�ne exactly� One of the problems that Marr highlights is the vexatious philo�

sophical question of �what is an object�� While the full semantic implications of

this question are beyond the scope of a study such as this� it is one that requires

some consideration�

In vision� what constitutes an object is largely task�dependent����� For ex�

ample� in buying paint for redecoration purposes� a paint can is an object	 the

vision system is used to guide the movements involved in taking the can from the

shelf� In the task of painting the skirting board however� the can is composed of

several objects	 the lid� the paint� and the rest of the can� The vision system is

used in the processes of levering the lid from the can� and guiding the brush to

the paint therein�

Machine Vision systems are usually limited in what they can achieve� and

designed with a speci�c purpose in mind where the de�nition of object can be

suitably constrained and so� to some extent� this issue is resolved� It is stated here

to highlight what is a very serious problem	 it is di�cult �and some would say

�




almost impossible� to determine the success of an image segmentation algorithm if

there are more sophisticated requirements� If the goals cannot be de�ned clearly�

then how does one ascertain if they have been achieved� The fact that segmenta�

tion can be di�cult to evaluate represents a serious hindrance to the development

of machine vision systems�

Notwithstanding the associated di�culties however� the word is too useful to

be omitted� and so a working de�nition of �object� is introduced� In the text that

follows therefore the word object will be used to mean some semantically integral

entity� This de�nition is implicitly recursive since a single� identi�able object may

be� quite conceivably� composed of several other objects�

����� Homogeneity

Segmentation in digital images reduces to the issue of grouping pixels according to

some homogeneity criterion or other� Homogeneity is an awkward concept in this

context� since some objects may have textured surfaces� or nonuniform illumina�

tion� and so the qualities that de�ne their homogeneity are less easily measured

and extracted� complicating the segmentation process� Colour and Texture are

two such complicating factors� and will form the principal themes of this study�

As will be seen� texture is a highly complex concept� and colour as a percept

is almost impossible to measure� therefore identifying homogeneity in these terms

presents a signi�cant challenge�

�



��� Texture and Textural Analysis

Any discussion on image segmentation should consider texture since it froms the

principal criteria upon which the process is based� The question of whether the

textural segmentation of images can be enhanced by the use of colour �or vice

versa�� is highly pertinent� and will be addressed in the later stages of this study�

It also has some bearing on how success may be measured� and thus will form

an important part of this work� In this section a working de�nition of the word

�Texture� is attempted� as is some discussion as to its usage�

Texture is in many respects an elusive concept� and can be applied to a large

number of perceptible phenomena� Texture is often used to describe how objects

feel to the touch� whether they are rough or smooth� �ne or coarse� In image

processing terms however� the term is used to describe how the spatial function

of a image would feel to the touch� rather than the object it represents� For

example� in the real world a slab of sculpted marble would feel smooth� and could

concievably be described as having a smooth texture� However the representation

of a slab of marble in an image would possess a grainy texture in the image function

re�ecting the visual �as opposed to tactile� qualities of the object represented�

The foregoing paragraph should indicate that texture not easily quanti�able�

textures can be described as ��ne� or �coarse�� �rough� or �smooth�� and it

is often di�cult to specify how rough or how smooth� Other approaches are

taken based on the mathematical properties of the image image function with the
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following possible ends�

� Textural Enhancement � Enhancing the elements of an image �points� lines�

etc�� that characterise a texture�

� Rough Quantisation � This consists of identifying the charcteristics of a

texture� and concisely representing them� in order to minimise their storage

requirements� or transmission bandwidth�

� Textural Discrimination � Discriminating between textures� for the purposes

of quality control� for example�

� Image Segmentation � Identifying regions within an image� where there is

homogeneity of textural characteristics�

Textural Discrimination has received much attention in the literature of image

processing� as it is a necessary precursor to texture�based segmentation� knowing

how to di�erentiate between textured images� should enable the di�erentiation of

textured image regions� The only di�erence between the two problems being one

of scale�

This di�erence of scale is crucial however for two reasons� Firstly a texture

can often consist of complexes of points� lines� or even polygons� and can not

therefore be analysed accurately on the basis of single image points� Texture

is usually de�ned in terms of the interaction of points� and so pixels have to

be considered in groups� The individual elements that make up a texture can
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themselves be considered as separate objects� In which case a large region would

be required in order to establish its qualities�

Secondly� since many of the techniques developed up to now are based on the

extraction of statistical parameters� reducing the quantity of information involved

from a whole image to just one part thereof� can result in a dramatic di�erence

in the number of samples available for feature extraction purposes� Generalising

Textural Discrimination algorithms for the purposes of segmentation is therefore

not usually a straightforward matter�

Furthermore� there are no universally satisfactory textural discrimination al�

gorithms� The problem lies in that texture is perhaps too broad a concept to

be particularly useful� Simple regular textures� such as the cross hatching on an

engineering drawing for example� can be identi�ed using appropriate techniques�

However these same techniques would not be suitable necessarily for� say� the

analysis of marble grain described above�

The need to consider statistical samples often makes the accurate location of

boundaries more di�cult� as a consequence of considering pixels in groups� If

points from a neighbouring segment are included in the group being analysed for

textural characteristics� and do not signi�cantly a�ect the statistics of the group�

then it is highly probable that they will be misclassi�ed� Identifying consistencies

in texture therefore� is a complicated task�
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��� Colour and Colorimmetry

In purely physical terms� colour is light in the visible spectrum of electromagnetic

radiation� which is usually taken to be between the wavelengths �� and �
�

nanometres� A surface�s colour could be de�ned as the dominant wavelength

in the re�ectance spectral power distribution �SPD� of that surface� �that is the

function that determines how light is re�ected or absorbed at each wavelength

along the visible spectrum�� However the colour of the dominant wavelength does

not always equate to the colour percept�

For example the dominant wavelength re�ected by a particular surface can be

altered by the illumination to which it is subjected� If a surface is viewed by a

human observer under various light sources that alter the dominant wavelength of

the re�ectance SPD� there will not necessarily result any signi�cant di�erence in

the percept� This psychophysical phenomenon is known as colour constancy� Also

the perception of a surface�s colour can be a�ected by the colours in the immediate

surroundings� known as simultaneous contrast� Colour is not therefore a physical

property of an object� and requires complex approaches to measurement�

�Colorimmetry�� is the science of measuring observers� responses to colour�

The goal of colorimmetry is to equate a precise numerical quantity to a colour

experience �or percept�� such that perceptually similar colours have similar values�

and appreciably di�erent values when this is not the case� Since colour percepts

are subjective however� it has proved impossible to de�ne the required precision
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with any formality� Precision and accuracy are substituted by acceptability and

tolerance with reference to some particular purpose� and is even then di�cult to

model mathematically�

Nevertheless the science of colorimmetry confronts the issue of subjectivity�

and has developed some means of colour measurement� Instead of single numerical

quantities however� colour is usually de�ned as an n�tuple entity �where n � 

usually�� and can thus be mapped along the n axes� Di�erence between colours

can thus be measured in terms of distance between their co�ordinate sets in this

space�

There are a number of colour spaces in current use that� with varying degrees

of success for di�erent purposes� provide a means of measurement� In this study

it is hoped that the application strict colorimmetric discipline will lead to better

image segmentation� since it is assumed that better application of colorimmetry

will lead to better image segmentation�

��� Combining Colour and Texture

Traditionally Image processing has used monochromatic intensity images for two

reasons� Firstly they can be treated as scalar functions of space� whereas colour

is usually de�ned as an R� vector� thus simplifying some of the calculations�

The di�culties in the analysis of texture are such that it is not always possible

to perform accurate segmentation using this information alone� Consequently
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re�nement is nearly always required� Similarly� it is sometimes only possible to

distinguish surfaces by their textures rather than their colours�
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Chapter �

Segmentation and the Pattern

Recognition Problem

��� The Pattern Recognition Problem

Human intelligence is often described as the facility of rapid and �exible pattern

recognition����� Genius might even be de�ned as the ability to generalise the

recognition of patterns from wildly di�erent �elds of experience� The veracity

of such a statement is only demonstrable by intuition� and supported by phe�

nomenological evidence of dubious provenance� However the statement illustrates

the importance accorded to pattern recognition in the processes associated with

intelligence�

In machine terms� pattern recognition �PR� is based on the manipulation of

mathematical abstractions of real world objects or concepts� The qualities of a
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particular object are assigned numerical values �features�� forming a vector in

feature space� A typical PR system ���� consists of the following stages�

Transduction� Pre�processing � FeatureExtraction� PatternClassification

There are a number of di�erent approaches to the classi�cation stage� Geo�

metrical �or statistical�� structural� and neural networks�based� Also there is a

further taxonomical subdivision in classi�cation algorithms� between techniques

that are supervised and unsupervised�

Some classi�cation algorithms �supervised techniques� require a set of data

where the classi�cations are known a priori �called the training set�� and so form

their own concepts of the relationship between patterns and classi�cations �which

may or may not be concerned with distances in some abstract feature space��

What results is usually a set of decision functions �either linear or nonlinear�

that have the e�ect of partitioning feature space so that each of the vectors in the

training set is in the appropriate partition� It is expected therefore� that when

previously unseen patterns are presented to the system� correct classi�cations will

be made�

Unsupervised techniques on the other hand� require no training set� and often

work using similarity measures that are frequently� although not always� based

on distances in feature space�
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The issue of distances and measurement space is of great importance� since

distance determines similarity or di�erence� Similar patterns will be closer to�

gether� and di�erent patterns will be further apart� Many geometrical techniques

use the Euclidean and Mahalanobis distance measures for this purpose� Structural

techniques� consisting of syntactic and semantic analysis of pattern strings� use

some formulation of the Levenstein Distance�

Distance does not always yield satisfactory solutions� in which case Neural

Networks are often used� These can be used to partition the pattern space non�

linearly� and can thus solve the kinds of problems where distance measures have

proved inappropriate�

Considering the above model of PR systems� it should be noted that the parts

of the process that are entireley speci�c to the problem are transduction and

preprocessing� The feature extraction stage is largely problem speci�c� although

the processes involved are similar regardless of the problem being solved	 what is

required is a vector of features� such that the elements are uncorrelated �implying

that information is not duplicated�� and kept to a minimum�

From this discussion it emerges that there are two important issues in PR�

features� and classi�cation algorithms� It was said earlier in the text that there

are a large range of techniques available� some which are able to perform highly

complex partitions of the feature space� Given that some techniques are intricate

and sophisticated� it is important to consider priorities� and in particular where the

principal e�ort in PR should be directed� This leads to the following observations�







� If the patterns being analysed are �good� �patterns representing similar

objects are closer together in feature space� or further apart where this is

not the case�� then the classi�cation algorithm is not required to be too

sophisticated�

� If tolerable classi�cation can only be performed by algorithms that perform

complex partitioning of feature space� then this is because the features are

�bad��

These points are in many respects obvious� and to some extent represent a

simpli�cation of the problem	 frequently it is the case that the data under con�

sideration does not yield well�behaved features� and more complex classi�cation

techniques are required� These points are worth making nonetheless	 if patterns

can only be recognized as a result of complex classi�cation algorithms� then it

suggests that more consideration should be applied to the selection of features�

��� Image Segmentation and Pattern Recognition

The relationship between Image Segmentation and pattern recognition is starting

to emerge� If an object can be characterised by consistent surface properties�

than this implies that its representation in an image can be extracted� using seg�

mentation based on these consistencies� PR techniques are the obvious means

of classifying image regions according to these consistencies� However consist�

ency in terms of surface characteristics is often not su�cient in itself for image






segmentation� The spatial structure of object components is also important� as

emerged during the discussion in the previous chapter�

Segmentation algorithms often use PR techniques to determine similarity� but

subject the data to the algorithm in a way that in some cases enables the preserva�

tion of the locational �or spatial� structure of the original image� Segmentation in

machine vision terms implies that not only are the surface properties of an object

consistent� but also that the object itself is an integral whole� This means that

the pixels that make up an segment not only have to be similar� they also have

to be spatially contiguous� Segmentation algorithms should therefore extract this

spatial structure� This leads to the basic taxonomy of segmentation algorithms

de�ned below�

� Purely Spatial �PS�� Image regions a de�ned by their boundaries �usually

edges as detected by a �lter�� The similarity of the pixels within a segment

is ignored�

� Region�Growing �RG� � Starting at a particular pixel �or group of pixels�

regions are grown by adding similar neighbouring pixels�

� Region�Splitting�Merging �RSM� � Also known as the Multiscale technique�

the image is recursively split into regions� the homogeneity of which is meas�

ured� If a region is not considered su�ciently homogeneous it is split again

as many times as is necessary� until homogeneity is achieved� Usually this

is followed by a merging process whereby neighbouring regions that are
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considered to be similar are merged�

� Pure Pattern Recognition �PPR� � Classi�cation is based on the similarity of

pixels alone� ignoring spatial relationships� since it is assumed that similarity

of appearance implies spatial contiguity�

From a historical perspective� the Purely Spatial and Region Growing ap�

proaches emerged together� In the early work on machine vision and image pro�

cessing� simple �Blocks World� images were used� usually consisting of simple

geometric shapes of di�ering colours� Their representations in digital images

were fairly well�de�ned� and applying simple gradient edge�detection �lters �such

as Roberts Masks for example��� a fairly accurate edge picture emerged� This

was used in combination with a region growing technique� which took a non�edge

pixel� and grew it until the boundaries were reached�

The Pure Pattern Recognition approach does not guarantee that segments will

be completely�connected sets of pixels� although it does guarantee that the pixels

within a segment are as similar as possible� This suggests that this technique is

best suited to data compression� whereas the other techniques are better suited

to object recognition�

The techniques listed represent di�erent strategies for considering the spatial

structure of the image function� PPR ignores it	 RG generally performs pointwise

consideration of pixels�	 and RSM considers pixels in groups� Region Growing

�See ����
�There are some exceptions� which will be discussed in due course�
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and Split and Merge are systematic means of extracting the spatial structure from

the image function� which are then grafted on to a pattern classi�cation technique�

The essence of the relationship between image segmentation and pattern clas�

si�cation has therefore been identi�ed� segmentation is essentially a pattern recog�

nition algorithm� attached to a strategy for considering the spatial structure of the

image� The basic spatial strategies remain fairly constant throughout much of the

literature� although sometimes bizarre and wonderful combinations of strategies

are employed in order to make re�nements and improvements in generating seg�

mentation hypotheses� The more ephemeral and dynamic area of segmentation

research is essentially concerned with the feature sets describing colour and tex�

ture� Therefore adding weight to the assertion made earlier in the chapter that

it is the issue of identifying features in a pattern recognition problem that should

receive more attention�

An important point to note at this stage is that the nature of the data used in

segmentation algorithms often imposes certain limitations on the kind of pattern

classi�cation technique that can be used� In particular unsupervised techniques

are preferable to supervised ones� Supervised techniques work by acquiring a

training set to form a model of the data� This would be applicable in the circum�

stance where the images presented for segmentation contained a limited range of

objects� with a limited range of surface properties� In this study however� the

aim is to consider segmentation algorithms in terms of their general usefulness�

therefore unsupervised techniques are considered to be more appropriate as they
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impose less constraints on the image content�

��� Concluding Thoughts

The main conclusion of this chapter is that in any pattern recogntion problem� it

is the selection of the features constitutes the more important component of the

task� Features should� wherever possible� be selected so as to minimise the need

for complex classi�cation at later stages in the processing�

In the light of this� the main focus of this study will be on features� and the

issues concerning classi�cation algorithmswill be considered of secondary interest�

This is not to say that the issue will be completely ignored however� since the

need to select a suitable strategy for interpreting the spatial structure imposes

certian constraints on the classi�cation algorithms used� Furthermore the kinds

of features sought may also impose constraints on the spatial strategy sought�

The precise nature of these constraints is discussed in the following chapter�
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Chapter �

Considering Segmentation

Algorithms

��� Introduction

In the previous chapter it was observed that segmentation algorithms are pattern

classi�ers attached to strategies for extracting the spatial structure of segments�

Given that much of the emphasis in this study will be devoted to the issues

involved in pattern classi�cation� particularly feature selection and extraction�

the purpose of this chapter is to gain an understanding of the di�erent spatial

strategies discussed in the previous chapter�

The options for considering the spatial structure of image segments are dis�

cussed in this chapter� along with their re�nements� and recent developments�
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��� Region Growing Techniques

In region growing techniques� a number of seed points are selected in an image�

For each seed�point� neighbouring pixels are examined and� if they meet the

similarity criterion� they are added to the growing segment� Growth continues by

comparing already classi�ed pixels with their unclassi�ed neighbours� until there

are no more su�ciently similar �or unclassi�ed� pixels� in which case growing is

started again at another seed point�

The selection of seed points is one of the more important issues in this tech�

nique� Firstly the seeds selected should represent points that are typical of the

regions of the image� that is have a feature value that will prove to be approx�

imate to the mean value for the segment� Some points that should be classi�ed

into a segment because they are only slightly di�erent from its mean� may be

misclassi�ed because they are very di�erent to the selected seed� Secondly the

seed points should allow for exhaustive coverage of the image� ie� in such a way

that all segments are discovered� and all pixels are classi�ed�

Exhaustive coverage is guaranteed by the sequential selection of seed points�

Usually an arbitrarily selected pixel becomes the �rst seed point� which is then

grown until its limits are reached� Then another unclassi�ed pixel becomes the

next seed point� This process continues until there are no more unclassi�ed pixels�

However this does not guarantee that the points selected will be representative of

the segment in any way�
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Other variants of the RG algorithm seed to obtain more representative seed

points� One technique is to place the seed points at �xed intervals� and then to

grow each in turn� merging neighbouring regions if they meet some similarity cri�

terion� commonly the distance between the mean values of neighbouring segments

not exceeding some threshold� While this technique solves the problem of �nding

unrepresentative seed points� it does not necessarily guarantee that the resulting

segments will cover the original image exhaustively�

	���� Edge
Based Region Growing

Edge�based segmentation consists identifying or detecting edges� and then using

these to limit growth� Combining Region Growing with Edge�Detection in this

way was described as a purely spatial strategy in the previous chapter� as sim�

ilarity between pixels is not considered in the growth process at all� Growth is

limited only by the presence of boundaries�

Edge Detection consists of identifying pixels on the edges or borders of objects�

It has become one of the most important tools in image processing� and so to begin

the discussion some considerations of what the technique involves will be given�

as well as a clari�cation of some of the terminology�

In this study the term boundary is used to describe the pixels marking the outer

limit of a segment in an image� The term edge does not apply to any particular

pixels� but rather the space in�between the boundary pixels of neighbouring seg�
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ments� The boundary image or edge image is the image that results from an edge

detection algorithm� and depicts the location of the boundaries� and consequently

the edges�

The identi�cation of boundary pixels is usually performed by identifying dis�

continuites in the image function� de�ned as steep gradients� Numerical di�eren�

tion techniques� usually convolution masks� are used to �nd the gradients of these

discontinuites�

Over the years a large number of such masks have been used� perhaps the

most common form being anisotropic �lters such as Sobel� Roberts� or Prewett�

which are sensitive to gradients in particular directions� Edges are extracted by

considering the gradients of the image function� If the magnitude of the gradient

at a particular pixel exceeds a pre�determined threshold� it is considered to be a

boundary�

Isotropic �lters have been used for the same purpose� The mainappeal of such

ilters are their physiological plausibility ���� �
��� however information about the

directon of a gradient� which is more easily extracted from anisotropic �lters�

Under normal circumstances� a complete set of boundary pixels will not neces�

sarily result from convolution with a �lter� also it is often the case that edge image

will contain points that do not correspond to region boundaries� but to where the

local gradient exceeds the threshold� in other words noise� Often in attempting

to minimise this noise� the threshold has to be increased� with the e�ect that

weaker boundaries are not detected� �since their gradient values can fall below
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the threshold�� Furthermore� pixels near the boundary tend to have high gradient

values as well� and consequently these are also identi�ed as boundary pixels� The

resulting edge image has lines that are considerably thicker than should be the

case� complicating the precise location of an edge considerably�

The extraction of edges is therefore often carried out in a number of stages�

Firstly the gradient magnitudes are used to obtain as many correct boundaries

as possible� with a minimum of noise� Then the direction of the gradient is

considered in order to complete the missing edges� and to remove noise� If the

results for this technique are not considered complete� then further boundary�

linking techniques are employed� Thinning is also used to eliminate the problem

of the pixels found near the boundary� Therefore there is frequently a need to thin

the depicted boundary lines� The amount of processing involved in the extraction

of a complete set of accurate edges can become arbitrarily complicated�

Recent developments to the technique include more sophisticated �lters cap�

able of producing more accurate edges� ie identifying the precise loci of boundary

pixels� The problem of the other kinds of noise however� has not been solved

adequately�

Segmentation from gradient edge detection is based on the assumption that

minor gradients on the surface of an object are due to the presence of texture�

In fact texture was de�ned in Chapter �� in terms of the properties of the image

function� One of the most signi�cant tools in the analysis of functions is di�er�

entiation� precisely the technique used in the detection of edges� So essentially






there is much information regarding image texture that can be used in its analysis

from image derivatives� This theme will be expanded when the texture issue is

discussed in greater detail later on in the study�

	���� Watershed Segmentation

Another variation of the region�growing segmentation algorithm is to use the Wa�

tershed technique �
�� ���� The technique also considers the derivative of image

functions�

The problem of the selection of the seed points is solved by using the local

minima� Growth occurs if the neighbouring pixels do not decrease� and stopped

when a decrease is detected�

The algorithm treats the image gradient function as a landscape� and treats

objects as valleys or craters� Regions in the image are segmented by growing them

as if �lling these craters in the gradient image with water until they reach the top�

Hence the name �Watershed��

The algorithm is very nearly equivalent to using edges to limit the growth of

regions� since many edge detection algorithms are based on gradient operators

anyway� From the point of view of this study however� it does represent an

interesting approach to the problems of selecting seed points�





	���� Seeded Region Growing

A recent paper sought to tackle the problem of seed selection and positioning

�
�� In this paper� the issue of seed selection was resolved by allowing them to

be selected interactively� That is the seeds are picked out by a user� before the

algorithm grows them into segments�

Another innovation in this paper was the use of regions� as opposed to points�

as the basis for forming seeds� One can see the particular advantage of this for use

with textured images� where a number �as large as possible� of pixels is required

in order to determine the statistical characteristics�

The use of interactive seed selection in this case of little interest here� since

machine vision is the main concern� which is self�evidently concerned with the

minimisation of human intervention� The use of seed regions is more interesting�

however selecting such regions of a suitable size may be di�cult to achieve without

human intervention�

��� Region Splitting and Merging

Also known as the Multiscale technique� this strategy consists of repeatedly par�

titioning an image� until such time as all of the partitions are considered in some

way homogeneous� In this context homogeneity is usually de�ned in terms of the

spread of all of feature values within a partition� usually the Standard Deviation�

Having split the image� neighbouring regions with similar properties are then
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Figure ���� E�ect of the splitting strategy on the segmentation results�

merged� and what results is a segmentation hypothesis� The merging strategy

is frequently based on the Euclidean Distance �or some such similarity measure�

between the mean feature values of neighbouring partitions�

This technique is one of the better�known algorithms� and has many well

understood problems and advantages� The traditional way of partitioning the

image is based on a quadtree data structure� The root of the tree is the whole

image� which is partitioned into quarters� which are then successively partitioned

until all of the subdivisions conform to the homogeneity criteria� It is observable

from the example displayed in Figure ���� that this quartering approach can have

an e�ect on the segmentation results�

This image has faults that have been exaggerated in order to make the point�

however many of the criticisms still hold for the case were stricter splitting and
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merging criteria have been applied� There is a tendency to produce horizontal and

vertical lines that were not in the original image� and furthermore much signi�cant

morphological detail can be lost�

This is because the statistics upon which the splitting and the merging are

based are purely local to the partition selected� and take no account of context�

Pixels on the borders between edges can have there values obliterated� since there

may not be enough of them in a partition to a�ect the splitting�merging criteria�

This e�ect is clearly visible in the example displayed�

Recent re�nements have focused on di�erent splitting and merging criteria� or

modifying the pixel characteristics used� Glenn Healey ������ has combined the

technique with particular properties of colour image sensor values� The homo�

geneity criterion used is the absence of edges �detected by gradient operators��

merging is performed using the Euclidean distances between the mean values of

a particular feature set�

Another re�nement is that described by Pavlidis and Liow in ���� ���� which

seeks to combine edge detection with the technique� in an attempt to minimise the

generation of non�existent boundaries by the partitioning strategy� The technique

endeavours to ensure that all of the edges de�ned as a result of the split and merge

segmentation would be considered as edges by other criteria� and then trimming

the segments accordingly� The �nal stage of the process consists of removing

spurious right�angles that appear as a result of the preponderance of rectanglar

segments�
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This approach has proved useful in the analysis of texture� where it is necessary

to consider pixels in groups rather than individually� The quadtree decimation

of the image is mechanism for considering textural analysis on di�erent scales

within the image� Splitting being performed until such time as further splitting

has no e�ect on calculated statistics� and merging using the similarity of these

same statistics�

��� Other Techniques

The essential di�erences between the two methods described above generally lie

in that Split and Merge is concerned with sets of pixels� and Region Growing deals

with individual points� Another strategy is to summarise the information about a

region at a point� This is essentially how mask�based edge detection is performed

for example� the gradient at a pixel is sought in a  �  or �� � region centered

at that pixel� Similar information about colour or texture can be summarised in

a similar way�

As will be seen in the later discussions concerning the extraction of textural

features� large regions may be required for this purpose� sometimes as big as

�� � ��� making convolution and correlation operations particularly costly� As

an e�ciency measure� subsampling of the original image can be used� In other

words the properties for a particular pixel are taken as representative for a region

�signi�cantly smaller than the size of the mask�� these small regions can then be
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merged as required�

A possible advantage of this technique is that the problems associated with

the predominantly rectangular morphology of the Multiscale approach can be

circumvented either by varying the geometric concept of the mask �ie� using round

masks instead of square ones�� and�or making sure that there is some overlap

between the categorised regions�ie� that the diameter of the of the categorised

area is less than the distance between the sampled points��

��� Conclusion

The selection of spatial strategy should be dictated by the nature of the features

being assessed� For example� if it is possible to identify regions from the char�

acteristics of single points� then Region�Growing is obviously the more desireable

approach� However if the statistical properties of groups of points form the basis

of feature extraction� then the Split�and�Merge approach is the more appropriate�

E�ciency considerations are also important in the selection of a suitable spatial

segmentation strategy� This issue is discussed in detail in a later chapter� except

to say that in such cases where the e�ciency of an algorithm as a whole is seriously

undermined by the feature extraction stages� then the subsampling approach is

the most suitable�

This chapter� and its predecessor have demonstrated that there are two es�

sential components for a segmentation strategy� a classi�cation algorithm� and a
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spatial strategy� The options for the spatial strategies have been explored� and

from the foregoing it should be observed that the particular features used for

segmentation purposes should dictate the spatial strategy that is to be employed�

The bulk of the remainder of the study will be primarily concerned with the fea�

ture selection�analysis problem� Before confronting the issues involved however�

the next chapter will discuss the issue of the objective measurement of success�
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Chapter �

The Measurement of Success

��� Identifying the Performance Desiderata

In the devlelopment of image segmentation algorithms� the issue of objectively

determining how successful a segmentation hypothesis is� has not been accorded

its due consideration� As this study will at some stage need to consider algorithms

and features in terms of their results� some notion of objectivity is necessary as a

means of determing whether or not advances have been made�

In much of the literature� many authors have relied exclusively on their own

subjective judgement of the results� based on visual comparisons with other tech�

niques� However accurate this maybe in particular cases� it is obviously not a

technique that generalises easily� Furthermore� as methods improve� it is often

useful to understand why particular techniques give better results� Therefore

objective assessment techniques� that enable quantitative as well as qualitative
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assessments of image segmentation hypotheses� would enable more valid compar�

isons of algorithms to be made� and allow assertions of improvement to have some

meaning�

From a purely visual point of view� the main desiderata of image segmentation

hypotheses have already been discussed� It will be recalled that within the context

of machine vision systems� segmentation is bound up with the identi�cation of

objects in a scene� and so it is desirable that an image segment should correspond

to the representation of a particular object�

This criterion is too abstruse for most computational purposes� and so quant�

ities that can be measured need to be identi�ed� and that will enable some ap�

proximation to segment�object correlation� will constitute one of the main themes

of this chapter� The other main theme will consist of a practical implementation

of a measurement system based on the results of the properties considered�

��� Assessing the Classi�cation of Patterns

In this study� image segmentation has been considered as a particular kind of

pattern recognition problem� The issue of evaluating PR techniques has received

more attention in the literature than evaluating segmentation algorithms speci�c�

ally� and so there will some merit in considering how these techniques could con�

tribute to the aims of the chapter�

In supervised classi�cation techniques� the existence of a training set� the
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classi�cation of which is known a priori� means that it is usually possible to

extract some form of error term for classi�cations� If the training set is large

enough �precisely what this means will depend on the problem�� it should be

possible to establish a suitable model of the data� The error term can be derived

by analysing the results obtained from a test set of data� where the results are

known a priori�

The inappropriateness of supervised PR techniques to the segmentation prob�

lem was suggested in Chapter 
� and here is explained further� Often because the

inability to specify precisely what constitutes a correct segmentation� makes it

di�cult to determine mathematical error terms for minimisation� Also the para�

meters and�or criteria used in the segmentation of one image� may not necessarily

serve for another�

Unsupervised techniques such as Clustering ���� ���� ����� have often been

judged in terms of the size and separtation of the clusters discovered� This

relates to the desideratum of correspondence between objects and segments in

that tightly�packed feature clusters� that are spread�out over pattern space�ie�

that there are clearly�de�ned objects�� imply this correspondence�

Therefore success can be judged in these terms� For example a numerical

measure of compactness is trace of the within�cluster scatter matrix Sw� de�ned

as follows�
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Sw �
X
i

Si �����

Where i refers to the clusters� and Si is de�ned as follows

Si �
X
x�i

�x� �i��x� �i�
T ���
�

Where x refers to each individual pattern vector�

The measure of the spread of the clusters as the trace of the between cluster

scatter matrix� SB�

SB �
X
i

ni��i � ����i � ��T ����

Where � refers to the mean vector for the whole pattern set� and ni the number

of patterns in cluster i�

Another measure is the Separation Index ����� which is another measure of

cluster compactness and separation� and is de�ned below�

D� � min��i�c

�
mini���j�c��

�
dis�ui� uj�

max��k�c�dia�uk��

��
�����

where c is the number of clusters� The diameter dia�uk� is the longest distance

between any two points in a cluster�

dia�uk� � maxXi�Xj�ukd�Xi�Xj�� �����
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And dis�ui� uj�� refers to the minimum distance between members of clusters

ui� uj�

dis�ui� uj� � minXi�ui�Xj�ujd�Xi�Xj� �����

where d�Xi�Xj� is a suitable metric� This boils down to �nding the minimum

value for the minimum distance between members of any two clusters� divided by

the largest diameter of any single cluster�

The principal focus of the evaluation criteria discussed here has been the pat�

tern space� How well segments form clusters� in the image space implies to a

certain extent� the sought correspondence between object and segment� Segment�

ation is also concerned with the image space� and so techniques based on pattern

space can only contribute to the solution� rather than monopolise it�

have been made earlier� Check that it has�

��� Statistical Approaches

Another option that has been explored is the consideration of the segmentation

results in terms of their statistics� An example of how this may be done is presen�

ted in articles by Liu and Yang ����� and Noriega��
��

The basic idea rests in identifying the desirable statistics of image segmentation

results� and either uniting them into a single measurement formula� or considering

�The distinction between clusters and segments will be discussed at length in a later chapter�
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them as separate features�

In general terms it is considered desireable that the segmented image should

have�

�� as few segments as possible	


� segments that cover as large an area as is possible	

� minimal variance of feature values within each segment�

Generally segmentation algorithms will identify too many segments� and there�

fore reducing the probability of the desired correspondence between objects and

segments� As a result it is desirable that the number of segments be kept to a

minimum� with the constraint that the feature variance within a segment be kept

at a minimum as well�

In many respects� the characteristics of size� quantity� and variance will be

highly correlated �or anticorrelated�� in that if the segments are large� there will be

fewer of them� and the feature variance within each segment is likely to be larger�

So in essence� what is being measured are three facets of the same information�

Consequently some form of decorrelation is employed� For example the Liu and

Yang paper���� combines these terms in the following formula�

F �I� �
p
R �

RX
i��

e�ip
Ai

�����

Where I is the image to be segmented�R the number of segments in the image�
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Ai the area of segment i� and ei is the colour error �or variance�� The smaller the

value returned by F �I�� the better the segmentation�

A �good� segmentation is likely to occur when low variance is recorded for

fewer� larger segments� and a certain hypothesis will be optimal� when this value

is minimised�The particular advantage of this technique is that it combines some

notion of the quantity of segments � while at the same time incorporating some

notion of the compactness of clusters in the pattern space �the within�segment

feature variance�� This brings a closer measure of correspondence� although the

speci�cs of spatial structure are ignored�

��� The Accumulated Evidence Approach

So far in discussing assessment techniques� the arrangement of patterns in a fea�

ture space has been considered� and the statistics of results� What has been lack�

ing� is a coherent measure of the quality of a segment� plus an overall assessment

of a segmentation� Here another approach is presented�

Consider Figure ���� Here the information for three possible segmentation

hypotheses is presented� Based on Edges� Colour� and Texture� It is possible to

formulate segmentation hypotheses on the basis of a combination of each of the

three sets of information� However in many cases segmentation will be based on

only one kind of information� the rest remaining redundant�

The measurement technique posited is as follows� if an image is segmented
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Figure ���� The Three Bases of Image Segmentation� Edges� Colour� and Texture
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on the basis of colour information for example� then the resulting segmentation

hypothesis could be judged on the basis of textural� and edge information� This

idea can be extended� so as to judge one texture segmentation algorithm� for

example� could be judged in terms of the evidence used by another algorithms�

Such techniques would enable more meaningful comparisons between di�erent

sets of results�

While it would still be di�cult to assert in absolute terms that the segment�

ation problem has been solved by a particular algorithm� it would be possible

to present evidence in support of qualitative assertions� This would represent

a signi�cant improvement over the visual inspection approach� There are two

means whereby this could be e�ected� either direct comparison in order to es�

tablish spatial measures of assessment� and�or testing discovered segments for

internal consistencies� More detail is given below�

��	�� The Comparison Approach

In order to judge a segmentation hypothesis� some concept of an ideal segment�

ation would enable measures of di�erence or similarity to be determined� The

purpose of direct comparison is the best means of testing the spatial structure of

a segmentation hypothesis�

Obtaining an ideal segmentation is not quite so simple to attain however� given

the imperfect state of the science� It may be possible to obtain a human approx�
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imation to the ideal segmentation� where an observer decides what the regions are�

and where the boundaries are to be drawn� This would not necessarily be ideal

however� since there are problems with subjectivity� and determinism� Addition�

ally there is the problem of acquiring the skill needed to draw �ne boundaries in

images where details are at the limits of the precision of the display device�

The suggested solution is to consider comparisons with other segmentation

hypotheses� however ones for which there is a reasonable chance of establishing

a coherent spatial structure� This is possible in many cases with �lter�based

edge detection� which is a well�established� and well�understood technique� The

edge image provides a useful structural interpretation of the image� which could be

compared to the boundaries produced by a segmentation hypothesis� A measure of

di�erence between the results could then form the basis of an assessment measure�

��	�� The Internal Consisitency approach

In addition to the comparison approach described above� consideration of the in�

ternal consistency of individual segments is another means of assessment� Thus

if an image has been segmented on the basis of colour for example� measures of

textural consistency could be used in order to measure the validity of particular

hypotheses� Consequently if an image is segmented on the basis of colour inform�

ation� it would be useful to know if the discovered segments had any consisitency

in terms of textural content�
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What is suggested is a framework for the assessment of segmentation hypo�

theses� the precise details of which can be tailored to suit individual applications�

Any algorithms for the assessment of texture� extracting edges� or measuring col�

our di�erences can be incorporated into the framework� So improved algorithms

can be incorporated at any time� if desired�

In what remains of the chapter� a number of measures will be developed with

a view to assessing the algorithms discussed later within this study� Since the

framework is �exible however� the techniques discussed here should not to be

considered as a de�nitive general purpose solution for all segmentation algorithms�

but there to be changed in order to suit particular needs�

��� The Error Vector

The initial framework for the measurement of success of image segmentation hy�

potheses in this study is to be an error vector� whereby the di�erent means of

measuring success suggested are made into a working system�

There are three possible means of segmenting an image� using either colour�

texture� or edge information� Therefore the error vector will have three elements�

E �

�
���������

EC

ET

EE

�
���������

�����
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Where EC refers to the colour error� ET is the texture error� and EE to the

edge error�

The principal advantages of using a vector term such as this� include the

fact that qualitative information about an image segmentation hypothesis can be

obtained by considering each of the three elements separately� For the purposes

of overall consideration� the vector can be incorporated into a weighted sum of

the form�

b � XT � E� �����

Where b stands for �Badness�� The elements of X are determined by the

importance ascribed to each of the elements� So for example� if a segmentation

algorithm works by minimising the colour error� it is of more interest to examine

its �badness� in terms of texture� and edge errors� In such a case X could

be set to ��� �� ��� X need not contain binary values but could be set to real

numbers according to the needs of the problem� thus it would be possible to

ascribe particular �importance� weights� to particular elements of the vector�

This vector provides an indication of the quality of a segment� it is also import�

ant to take the number of segments into account wherever appropriate however�

as often the number of segments that result is often larger then would be desired�

This is a complex issue� and the solution adopted in this study was to multiply

the number of segments by the badness� This is not however� a general solution�
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If a segmentation algorithm is likely to produce fewer segments then those desired

for example� then it would be preferable to use the reciprocal of the number of

segments� Other solutions may be pertinent in other circumstances�

The following sections describe means of extracting the elements of error vector

for edges� and for colours� The issue of texture will discussed in greater detial in

later chapters� and then a texture measure will be introduced�

��� The Edge Error

Despite all of the problems involved in extracting edges discussed in the pre�

vious chapter� the techniques involved are long�established and generally well�

understood� While absolute perfection may not be attainable� satisfactory results

are possible under many circumstances�

Relating this to the discussion in the previous section� it may be seen that

edge�based segmentation is a possible candidate for an �ideal� segmentation� and

so some form of direct comparison between this ideal� and any other segmentation

hypothesis a�ords the potential for suitable assessment measures�

An example of one possible approach is described in ��
�� The segment bound�

aries are compared to the image gradients� If there are pixels where there are seg�

ment boundaries� but a weak gradient� then these are de�ned as spurious edges�

The percentage of spurious edges to the total number of edges is then used as a

quality measure� The problem with this method is that distortions usually result
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on account of the inability to extract complete� precise boundaries in the �rst

instance�

Another possibility therefore� is to consider �strength� as the basis for the

assessment of region boundaries� In this context� strength refers to the magnitude

of the gradient as returned by a set of �lters� since a steep gradient is a �strong�

indication of the presence of an edge according to the theory� Shallower gradients

are taken to be indicative of the variations on an objects surface�

����� Considering Boundary Strength

Thus it is proposed to consider a measure of the strength of the region boundaries�

as determined by the strength of their gradients �calculated from the original

image��

Given that it is di�cult for an edge�detection algorithm to �nd a full set

of edges without detecting noise as well� it will be necessary to rely on such

quanti�able evidence as there may be� and in this instance the strength of the edge

response is a useful factor in determining region boundaries� Consider Figure ��
�

In this image� the regions with the strongest gradient are shown in the lighter

colours� and so the edges emerge as whites of varying brightness� Edges are usualy

de�ned as those pixels whose gradient magnitude �strength� exceeds a threshold

value� In an ideal world� all of the edges would exceed this threshold� however

due to the variations in lighting� and other problems� not all edges return gradient
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Figure ��
� Gradient Strength Image of Plastic Cutlery Picture

values that are stronger then image noise or surface variation� Furthermore not all

pixels that have a high gradient magnitude are necessarily edges� Thresholding

gradient magnitudes is not in itself su�cient for the extracton of edges�

Considering the image again� one can see that at each edge there is strength�

even if it may be less than than a given threshold� and this is evidence supporting

an edge hypothesis� How this evidence may be used is described below�

����� Strength Measurement

A strength picture Is�x� y� is extractedfrom the original image I�x� y�� consisting

of the gradient values at each pixel� obtained using a suitable �lter�

Is�x� y� � krI�x� y�k ������

An edge image Ie�x� y� is created consisting of the boundary pixels of a seg�
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mentation hypothesis�

Ie�x� y� �

	


�



�
� if I�x� y� is a boundary

� otherwise

������

The strength image is then compared to the edge image� The total edge

strength S is de�ned as the sum of the strengths of the pixels where there is an

edge�

S �X
x

X
y

Ie�x� y�Is�x� y� ����
�

The total strength Smax of the image is then calculated�

Smax �
X
x

X
y

Is�x� y� �����

The ratio of of the total strengths of the pixels considered as edges� to the

total strength of the image�SI can then be obtained�

SI � S
Smax ������

In most cases� the number of boundary pixels will be few� compared to the

total number of pixels� but will account for a relatively high proportion of the total

strength� In some of the test images used in this study� edge pixels amounted for

about �� ��� of the total number of pixesls� but accounted for about � � ���
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of the total strength of the image�

However this leaves at least ��� of the strength unaccounted for� It is con�

ceiveable therefore that a high number of spurious edges would generate an equally

high strength value� In order to prevent this� the proportion of boundary pixels

to the total number of pixels should be taken into account�

� �
PB
P

������

Where PB is the total number of boundary pixels� that is�

PB �
X
x

X
y

Ie�x� y�� ������

P refers to the total number of pixels in the image�

An ideal edge model is created� based on gradient segmentation� The original

image is subjected to an edge detection algorithm� The measures SI � and �� are

then calculated for this edge image� These represent the ideal values�

Comparison with these ideal values forms the basis of absolute judgement�

The values obtained for the boundaries extracted from a particular segmentation

hypothesis are divided by those obtained from the ideal� It is conceivable that for

a lower percentage of discovered edge pixels� higher values for total and average

strength will be returned by a particular segmentation hypothesis� Therefore

comparitively low values for the proportion of edge pixels� along with higher

values for average and total strength� should be rewarded�
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The �ideal� segmentation should generate a high proportion of the total im�

age strength� It is known�� that gradient�based edge detection often produces

broad boundaries� not necessarily corresponding to the actual edges in the ori�

ginal image� This is actually advantageous in this context� since broad edges

should encompass most of the strong gradient responses� Thus the absolute error

of an image segmentation algorithm can be determined in terms of the distance

from the ideal� The measure used here is�

ES � � � SF
SI ������

In this case the subscript I refers to the proportion of the strength obtained

from the edges detected from the original image� and the subscript F refers to the

proportion of the strength measured at the segmented region boundaries�

The proportion of discovered edge pixels� or boundary pixels will generally

remain low for a reasonable segmentation� Generally speaking however small

deviations can be signi�cant� Consequently The mechanism whereby this is com�

pared to the ideal consists of a slightly more subtle approach� If a smaller number

of edge pixels are discovered than the original image� than this can imply an im�

provement on the ideal� However if there is a higher proportion of edge pixels�

than this is an indication of the discovery of too many segments� The measure to

be adopted therefore penalises higher proportions of edge pixels� as follows�

�This issue will be discussed in greater depth in subsequent chapters
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E� � H��I � �F ���I � �F � ������

Where H�x� refers to the Heaviside function� which returns � if x is zero or

positive� or � if x is negative�

This leads to a measure of total edge�error EE for a segmentation hypothesis�

EE � ES � E� ������

Using this comparative technique� the spatial structure of images can be as�

sessed� This is considered to be a particularly useful contribution to the analysis

of the error of image hypothesis since it is often the case that the spatial analysis

is ignored�

Discovered region boundaries are likely to be considerably �ner than the edges

discovered by most gradient based edge detection algorithms� The measures

discussed here o�er a form of considering the measure of coincidence� This is

useful evidence in assessing the success of image segmentation�

��	 Identifying the Colour Error

One of the traditional ways of considering segmentation algorithms� is to consider

the colour error� This term has two possible interpretations� Firstly it refers to the

standard error of the pattern�space clusters of segments� and secondly a measure
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of the di�erence that may exist between the colour of a segmented image� and the

colour of the original image�

Both of these measures relate to the issue of pattern space� the �rst directly

as is obvious� the second indirectly as will be seen� It is this second notion of

colour error that is considered most appropriate to the current study� since the

�rst interpretation avoids consideration of the image space�

Colour error is therefore calculated as follows� A colour image I�x� y� is seg�

mented� and each pixel in the segmented image S�x� y� is ascribed the average

colour value �i for the segment si to which it belongs �ie� the average colour value

of all of the pixels in the original image belonging to the segment��

S�x� y� � �i �S�x� y� � si ���
��

The colour error EC is then de�ned as the average of the di�erences in colour

between the original image I�x� y�� and its segmented image S�x� y��

EC �
�

XY

XX
x��

YX
y��

jS�x� y�� I�x� y�j ���
��

The predictable behaviour of the colour error is that it should decline steadily

with the number of segments discovered� That is to say more numerous� and

therefore smaller segments� will result in S�x� y� having a smaller colour error�

than would be the case if the segments were fewer �and larger��

The values obtained for the colour error are normalised� by considering the
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global colour error� which is de�ned as the colour error that results from the

segmentation hypothesis that there is one segment� set to the value of the average

colour for all of the image�

A low colour error �relative to the global colour error� combined with a low

number of segments �as indicated by a high proportion of edge pixels� implies a

number of things� Firstly since the di�erence between the original image� and the

segmented image is slight� objects are clearly de�ned �in terms of colour at least�

in the original image� As a consequence this� the pattern space results are likely

to be tightly�packed�

Where the reverse is true� and the colour error is large� for a number of seg�

ments that seems to be more or less correct �where the edge error is minimal��

then this indicates that the objects are less well de�ned in terms of their surface

colours� and that the image is more di�cult to segment�

Many of the experiments pursued later in this study will involve segmenting

images where the exclusively pattern�space notion of colour error is minimised�

and therefore it is considered more appropriate to use the second notion as the

basis for assessment� This colour error has an implicit relationship with the

pattern space results� but also a�ords some indication of how di�cult an image

is to segment on the basis of its colour information� and is thus considered to be

a more appropriate means of evaluating a segmentation hypothesis�
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��
 The next stage

In this chapter a number of techniques for the measurement of image segmentation

algorithms have been discussed� The Accumulated Evidence approach discussed

here is posited as an more realistic attempt at measuring success than any of

those discovered�

This is because� as its name implies it o�ers evidence of the quality of a

segmentation� It is impossible to prove that a segmentation hypothesis is ideal�

and often it is only slightly less di�cult to say that one hypothesis is better

than another� The problems of establishing what an ideal segmentation has been

discussed earlier� and is tied in with many of the philosophical issues discussed

in earlier chapters� Given this di�culty� the only way to support any claims for

the validity of a segmentation hypothesis is to use all of the evidence within an

image� that supporst that claim�

The approach de�ned here� based on existing computational theories of seg�

mentation� suggests a means of realising techniques based on the minimisation of

the error measures involved�This will be left to a later study however� and I might

include this chapter in the last bit of the study after all�

The remainder of this study will be concerned with the analysis of segmentation

algorithms� and features upon which to base segmentation algorithms� It is to

be hoped� however that they are to be considered more generally useful� and will

provoke more thought on the development of objectivity in the judgement of all
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segmentation algorithms�
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Part II

Image Texture
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Chapter �

Textural Analysis

��� Introduction

Although the principal theme of this study is colour� the issue of texture in the

image segmentation process cannot be ignored� Segmentation has been de�ned

in terms of identifying the relationship between objects in the real world� and

their representations in images� The complete understanding of this relationship

remains elusive� and it is reasonable to consider whether whether colour and tex�

ture can be analysed in combination in order to produce better segmentation

hypotheses than would be achieved if either was used individually�

There is a second issue� and that is to consider whether some means of ex�

tracting a measurable texture error� so that the measurement vector described in

Chapter � can be completed�

In Chapter �� the issue of image analysis was introduced� and described as
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consisting of four main activities� quantisation� discrimination� enhancement� and

segmentation� The issue of image segmentation forms the main theme of this part

of the study� Of the other issues� enhancement and discrimination are considered

as components of the segmentaion problem� and are given further consideration�

��� Textural Discrimination

The issue of textural discrimination has received much attention in the literature

of texture� one of the main reasons being that it represents one of the component

problems of image segementation� It is obviously necessary to be able to di�eren�

tiate between textures in order to segment images� since texture is considered to

be one of the identi�able object surface properties� and thus an identi�able link

between an object and its representation in an image� Referring to the de�nition

of image segmentation as a species of pattern recognition problem �Chapter 
��

measuring the qualities of particular textures is equivalent to the feature extrac�

tion stage of a pattern recognition problem�

The experimental paradigm most frequently employed in texture discrimina�

tion� is to obtain a sequence of images containing single textures� and to subject

each of these to the appropriate analysis� and to extract the necessary descriptors�

Many of the techniques used for textural discrimination� are based on the stat�

istics of the co�occurrence of grey levels in the image� The higher order statistics

obtained for co�occurrence values forms the basis of the analysis� This leads to
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problems when applying such techniques to the segmentation problem�

When dealing with images containing single textures� there is usually a suf�

�ciently large sample of data points for the statistical analysis of grey�level co�

occurrences to be fairly accurate� and consequently for good discrimination results

to be obtained� In the segmentation problem however� it is not always possible

to guarantee that an image segment will provide su�cient data in order for good

statistical descriptors to be obtained� and often the results obtained are seldom

satisfactory� The ability to discriminate between textures therefore� does not

necessarily imply the ability to segment a textured image� This should inform

the consideration of discrimination techniques in the construction of segmentation

algorithms�

Furthermore� in describing texture as being characterised by the properties

of the image intensity function in space� it implies that texture is a complex

entity� requiring that points be treated as groups� rather than separately� This

highlights one of the essential di�erences between segmentation based on colour

and texture� as frequently coloured images can be segmented on the basis of single

point information� Segmentation therefore imposes the need for a spatial strategy

that considers groups of points� with all of the incumbent problems of blurring at

the boundaries�
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��� Textural Enhancement

The issue of textural enhancement is one that has received less attention than

that of discrimination� yet it is one that may well prove useful in the segmentation

process� The idea being that if the essential elements of texture can be identi�ed

or even exaggerated in some way� and the super�uous information discarded� the

process of discrimination �and thereby segmentation� becomes simpler to e�ect�

One of the problems with the technique is that it is di�cult to identify the

essential qualities that de�ne a texture� In Chapter �� texture was de�ned in

terms of the properties of the image function� Among the properties considered

are those of the turning points� or discontinuities in the image function�

Enhancement based on these discontinuities� can be used to simplify the seg�

mentation process� by e�cient management of the information involved� A num�

ber of techniques for the purposes of image segmentation are discussed in Chapter

��

��� What Part Two Seeks to Achieve

The purpose of this part of the work is to identify and construct techniques for

the segmentation based on texture based on some of the ideas presented above�

The segmentation problem� has uptonow been considered as consisting of com�

ponent parts �spatial strategy and pattern classi�er�� This component analysis

approach is continued and extended in the consideration of textural segmentation�
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Texture is a complex object� that cannot be analysed in terms of individual

pixels� therefore this imposes constraints on the spatial strategy to be adopted	

pixels have to be considered in groups� Therefore spatial strategies such as split�

and�merge� and image subsampling are deemed to be most appropriate�

The pattern classi�er to be used is a more complicated issue� The philosophy

outlined in Chapter 
 favoured simplicity above sophistication in the use of fea�

tures� and this will govern the choice of classi�er� The feature extraction stage of

the classi�er will be based on the textural discrimination techniques discussed in

the following chapter�

The implementation of some of these techniques within the context of an image

segmentation algorithm will be discussed in detail in separate chapters� In imple�

menting these segmentation algorithms� the issue of enhancement is considered as

a means of improving discrimination techniques� and the means whereby colour

can be incorporated into the technique are discussed�

The di�erent algorithms discussed will be compared experimentally� on the

basis of the judgement criteria outlined in the previous chapter� Based on the

conclusions to these discussions� a measure of texture error is developed to assist

in the assessment of colour information later on in the study�
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Chapter �

Textural Discrimination

	�� Introduction

In this chapter� some of the practicalities of textural discrimination are discussed�

in particular a brief survey of some algorithms is presented� As was mentioned

earlier in this study� Textural Discrimination was equivalent to the feature extrac�

tion stages of image segmentation� and therefore worthy of detailed consideration�

In this chapter it is proposed to consider a few of the more popular methods

described in the literature�

These reduce into two basic categories�

� Probabilistic Modelling

� Spectral Techniques�

Which are discussed below�
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	�� Probabilistic Models

The higher order statistics of Grey level co�occurrence is one of the longer estab�

lished techniques� It is based on some of the early work by Bela Julesz� summar�

ised in ���� and whose analysis of texture was based on the second order statistics

of the distribution of dipoles �pairs of pixels at particular spatial displacements�

in an image� The Julesz theory was that texture was characterised by the higher

order statistics of dipoles� since textures with di�ering higher order statistics were

noticeably di�erent based on the opinion of observers�

The grey level co�occurrence method for the discrimination of texture repres�

ents in some respects the application of this theory to the discrimination problem�

Each pixel is compared with one other at a particular spatial displacement� Co�

occurrence is recorded in a G � G matrix A � �ai�j�� where G is the number of

grey�levels in an image� i is the grey level for the pixel under consideration� and

j is the grey level for the pixel at the displacement� Each time grey�level i and

j co�occur� the element ai�j is incremented by one� After the matrix has been

normalised� its properties are extracted and used as features� There are a large

number of possible features to use� and an extensive list is provided in �
��������

and �
���

More sophisticated probabilistic models have been applied to the problem of

discrimination� particularly with a view to developing segmentation models� Tex�

tural discrimination based on probabilistic modelling is related in many respects
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to grey�level co�occurrence� Textured images are considered as random �elds�

where the parameters of the distribution function that determines the pixel prob�

abilities� form the features used in the discrimination process�

The analysis of the functions is determined by consideration of small regions�

Recent work with the technique� suggests that the shape of the window used is

an important factor in the accurate determination of these parameters� What

results therefore is a form of grey�level co�occurrence analysis� but for multiple

displacements�

Many of these algorithms consider the analysis of image segmentation at dif�

ferent scales� using the split and merge strategy described in Chapter  ��� �����

Co�Occurrence information may be analysed considering the use of neighbouring

pixels within the region� coupled with the mean and variance of the grey levels�

Textural homogeneity is usually de�ned in terms of an energy function of all of

the co�occurrence measures� the minimisation of which governs the splitting and

merging process�

A similar technique has also been successfully applied to colour information

����� where a function of the distance between the average colours of neighbouring

regions forms the energy function to be minimised�
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	�� The Spectral Analysis of Texture

The spectral consideration of image texture is one of the more widely used tech�

niques in the context of discrimination� Recent studies of natural scenes indicate

that the textures contained therein have consistent statistical properties� and that

the power spectrum is the most appropriate means of analysing them� In par�

ticular� the relationship between the higher and lower frequencies in the power

spectrum� as represented by its slope�

The traditional way of using power spectral techniques for the analysis of

texture is not signi�canltly di�erent� instead of using the slope� the location of

the dominant frequencies for particular orientations are analysed� In other words

�slices� of the power spectrum in particular directions� are treated as one di�

mensional power spectra� Comparisons can then be made between responses at

di�erent frequencies�

Any technique that is based on the spectrum is not considered appropriate in

the segmentation problem however� since processing in the frequency domain af�

fects the whole image� Segmentation into integral regions cannot be guaranteed by

considering particular orientations and frequencies in the power spectrum� Appro�

priate spectral information can also be extracted in the spatial domain however�

using convolution masks called Gabor Filters�
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����� Gabor Filters

The Gabor �lter technique for the spatial extraction of spectral image features

has a great appeal for a number of reasons� Particularly its conceptual simplicity�

and also its physiological plausability�����

In the psychophyisics of the human visual system� sinusoidal gratings have been

used to establish spatial frequency resolution limits� Spatial frequency is believed

to be one of the key issues in texture� as is witnessed by the existence of spectral

techniques for textural analysis purposes �
�� ���� The Gabor �lter technique

therefore uses sinusoidal gratings in order to analyse texture� Correlation between

sinusoidal gratings set to di�erent frequencies and orientations with the image to

be analysed� forms the basic idea upon which the technique is based�

In segmentation the size and shape of the mask is a particularly important

issue� In the human visual system� the fundamental system of organisation are

elliptical arrangements of cones� where there is lateral inhibition between those at

the centre and those at the periphery� This mechanismmeans that the response at

the centre of the mask� cancels out the peripheral response when both are focussed

on areas that display uniformity in the stimulus to which they are supposed to

respond� However if the centre and periphery are focussed on areas where there

is a di�erence� then the response of the mask as a whole will be nonzero� The

size of these elliptical structures� and the sensitivities of the cones within them�

determine the �neness of the spatial frequency response of the retina as a whole�
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This process of lateral inhibition can be modelled using Filters based on Dif�

ference of Gaussian� or Laplacian of Gaussian functions in two dimensions� where

the amplitude is strongest at the centre of the function� and weakens towards

the periphery� Enveloping a sinusoidal grating in such a Gaussian function pro�

duces a �lter that will respond to textural elements according to the orientation�

frequency� and phase of the sine grating�

A Gabor �lter consists of two such masks�Gsin� Gcos�� with the sine gratings set

��
 radians out of phase� The magnitude of the two responses forms the response

of the �lter as a whole�

Consequently if the mask is convoluted with an image region� that has uniform

frequency and orientation properties� than convolution should return a value close

to zero� If a nonzero value is returned� then this is an indication that there is no

uniformity� and therefore indicates the presence of texture�

Texture itself is identi�ed by considering the responses obtained from several

Gabor �lters� In the segmentation process� a number of �lters are used� tuned

to particular orientations and spatial frequencies� the responses obtained for each

�lter� on each pixel examined in the image form a feature vector� which is used

to identify textures�

The recommended size of the masks used� is invariably quite large �sometimes

as high as �� � �� pixels�� Furthermore in order to make the technique more

general� a large number of �lters are required� Using parallel systems� or dedicated

signal processing hardware� the technique can be implemented quite e�ciently�
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although the technique is very costly on conventional hardware�

	�� Combining Spectral and Probabilistic Tech�

niques� Fractal Dimension

Fractal dimension is a technique that can be said to combine the two approaches

mentioned above for the analysis of texture� It is a measure of the variability

of curves and surfaces of mathematical functions� Its application to the issue of

texture� and its relationship to the spectral properties of an image will become

apparent in the discussion�

Fractal geometry emerged from the analysis of dynamical systems� and has

become a particularly fashionable area of research in mathematics� physics� and

engineering� The shapes produced by certain chaotic dynamical systems in their

domains� are characterised by such properties as self�a�nity over a range of scales

�which illustrates its relationship to the probabilistic techniques described above��

and real number dimensionality in space�

This last issue will require further explanation� According to Benoit Mandel�

brot� the formal de�nition of a fractal is a curve� plane� or hyperplane where the

Szpilrajn inequality holds�

DT � DH �����
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Figure ���� How a curve occupies more of the 
D plane

Where DT refers to the Topological dimension� and DH to the Hausdor��

Besicovitch Dimension� These terms will also require some extensive explanation�

Most readers will be aware of the meaning of Topological dimension� a line is a

one�dimensional object �has DT � ��� a surface is a two�dimensional object� and a

volume will be a three dimensional object� In the higher dimensions� hyperplanes

in Rn� will be objects of dimension n�

DT is therefore an integer� The characteristic of fractals is that their dimen�

sionality is described by real numbers� The need for real numbers is best explained

by considering a simple example� Using a piece of paper as a two�dimensional

plane� one can draw two dots to represent points on the plane� Now consider

drawing a straight line between the two dots� and then drawing a curve between

the same two points� The process is illustrated in Fig� ����

If one could cut out the smallest rectangular area of the 
D plane that con�

tained the line� and the smallest area containing the curve� it is obvious that
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curve would require the larger area� The Hausdor��Besicovitch dimension DH is

a means of measuring how much of the 
D plane a curve occupies� It should be

obvious from this example that simple curves can have so�called fractal dimen�

sionality without actually being a fractal�

If a textured image is a two dimensional function with a curved surface� it�s

fractal dimension refers to how much of the D plane the surface occupies� As

texture was de�ned in terms of the properties of the image function in the �rst

chapter� the applicability of fractal dimension to the textural analysis problem is

self�evident�

Simple image regions� with �at image functions� will have a FD that is close

to� or equal to� the topological dimension� and random images will have an FD

that is close to DT ����� Hence forward� only the fractional part of the Fractional

part of the FD will be used� This is merely a sensible way of limiting the range

of the values being dealt with� In most of the discussion that follows� DT will be

equal to 
 or �

Fractal Dimension is therefore a blanket term for the means that may exist for

the calculation of the dimensionality of a curve� There many subtypes of Fractal

dimension� and some of the more common examples are discussed below� As all

of these subtypes are supposed to measure the same quantity� the results should

all be related�
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��	�� Hausdor�
Besicovitch Dimension and its Variants

Hausdor��Besicovitch Dimension is based on the application of set theoretic prin�

ciples to points on a plane� and its de�nition is presented here�

Let U be a non�empty subset of Rn

diameter of U � jU j � supjx� yj � x� y � U ���
�

�ie the furthest distance between any 
 points��

If Ui is a countable collection of sets of diameter � that cover a set F �

F 	
�
i��

Ui ����

for � � jUij � �� So Ui is a � cover of F�

As � � �� there will come a point when the number of covers required to cover

the set F will cease to change� This will give the Hausdor� Measure of a set of

points� De�ned formally this gives�

Hs�F � � lim���Hs
��F � �����

where

Hs
��F � � inff

�X
i��

jUijs � fUig is a � cover of F g �����
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Hausdor� measure has the property of having only two possible values� zero

or in�nity� There is a value of s at which the Hausdor� measure changes from

in�nity to zero� and at that point the Hausdor� Dimension is equal to s�

As is evident� this technique is not very tractable numerically� and a num�

ber of approximations have been sought� which form the basis of many textural

discrimination techniques described below�

Mandelbrot���� described a technique for measuring the length coastline of

Great Britain using a set of dividers� The dividers are set so that the points were

� units apart� and the distance measured by counting the number of steps taken�

As � � � then more and more detail can be picked up� and consequently the

measured length would increase exponentially with each reduction in �� The slope

of the plot of log�D� versus log������ S�gives an approximation to the fractional

part of the Hausdor��Besicovitch dimension�

DH 
 DT � S �����

In order to distinguish this approximation to DH � from the real thing some

authors refer to this technique as Capacity Dimension DC � As this discussion

progresses� the importance of the distinction will become apparent�

In the literature of image segmentation� a number of attempts have been made

to implement the Capacity dimension for the analysis of texture� including Sarkar

and Chaudhuri �����Pentland ����� and Peleg and Naor et al� �����
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Most of these techniques have been applied directly to the grey�level image

function� and have been proven in the works described as being capable of per�

forming satisfactory discrimination between textures� There are other techniques

available for the measurement of fractal dimension�

	�� The Correlation Grassberger� Dimension

The Correlation dimension for a curve� gives a measure of how densely� packed

the points in a curve are� A value is taken for the correlation using a particular

radius value R� with the following formula�

C�R� �
�

N�

NX
i�j��

H�R � jxi � xjj�� �����

where N is the number of points in the image� and H�y� is the Heaviside

function� which returns � if y is positive or zero� otherwise it returns a zero� C�R�

gives the average number of points within a radius R of each individual point�

If we calculate the correlation for a number of values of R� then the Grassberger

Dimension DG can be calculated from the relation�

C�R� � RDG �����

So it can be calculated from the slope of the plot of Log�C�R�� versus Log�R��

Generalising this technique to higher dimensions� would involve measuring
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the average di�erence in intensity values for a particular radius� This leads to a

technique that is related to the correlation dimension� although it arrives at very

similar measure from a slightly di�erent route�

It can be shown that fractal dimension is related to the Hurst Exponent�����
���

which is used in functions that model Brownian motion to determine the extent

of the activity� If H � ��� or H � ����� then the path is considered to be truly

random� This measure of Fractal Dimension is then de�ned by the relation �
��

�����

DC � DT � �� �H� �����

If Brownian Motion can be described by a function of the form�

hI�x� x�� I�x�i
k xkH �  Iref ������

Where  Iref is a constant whose value is the average intensity di�erence for

a number of samples� and a particular displacement� The angle brackets refer to

an average value taken over a large number of samples� �x is the displacement�

In this case x can be a scalar or a vector quantity�

The fractal dimension can be calculated by solving this equation forH� Letting

 I�x � I�x� x�� I�x� and we can rewrite the above equation as�

k xk�H I�x �  Iref ������
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Isolating k xk�H we get

k xk�H �  Iref
 I�x

����
�

taking logarithms of all of these terms� one obtains�

�Hlogk k � log� Iref �� log� I�x� �����

H can be calculated from the following�

�H � log� Iref�� log� I�x�

logk k ������

The similarities between this method� and the correlation dimension are fairly

self evident� as both technique measure fractal dimension as a function of the

displacement between points�

The Hurst exponent is of particular intersest here� since this de�nes the rela�

tionship between Correlation dimension and the power spectrum� It can be shown

���� that

mf � �



� �H ������

Where mf is the slope of the power spectrum �Usually taken as the average

slope for all orientations�� So for a random image� the power spectrum will be

�at and H � ���� It is because of this relatonship that the fractal dimension
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can be considered as a form of spectral descriptor that can be extracted in the

spatial domain� This relationship with the power spectrum� makes the correlation

dimension particularly relevant to this study� It provides a concise representation

of particular spectral information that can be extracted in the spatial domain�

Furthermore� as has been mentioned earlier in the chapter� the slope of the power

spectrum is considered a particularly useful descriptor in the analysis of texture�

the ability to analyse it in the spatial domain allows its use in segmentation

algorithms�

����� Information Dimension

The last dimensional measure it proposed to consider here� is not usually em�

ployed in the consideration of textured images� partially because it is less easy to

make work in higher dimensions�

Like the capacity dimension it consists of covering all of the points in a curve

with a set of boxes of regular size� and calculating the probability of points on a

curve occurring within a box� If the points in the image are covered by a number

of boxes of size �� then let pi denote the probability that a point is in box i� The

information at size � is given by�

I��� � �
nX
i��

pilogpi� ������

where n is the number of Boxes� The Information Dimension� DI is given by
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DI � � I���

log���
������

This technique could have its uses in the analysis of texture� since it o�ers

some measure of the density of the points on a curve� The possibilities a�orded

by this technique are discussed in the experimental chapter�

����� Relating The Three Measures

According to Gollub and Baker ���� these three dimensions are actually related by

the following expression�

DC � DI � DG ������

Comparing the de�nitions for each of these three measures with the de�nition

of Hausdor� Dimension� each can be viewed as a crude approximation� The

�� covers do not have any associated morphological restrictions other than the

diameter� Therefore the covers used for a set can in theory have any number

of shapes �provided the diameter remains the same�� in order to maximise the

density of the points under the covers� whereas the practical realisation of the

images requires the use of consistent morphologies �usually boxes��

The accuracy of the approximations need not be a concern� what is important

is that the measures prove satisfactory for the segmentation purposes� Many

of the techniques discussed above have actually been realised on images� and
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in the discrimination process at least� proved useful �����
��������������� Their

application to the segmentation problem is considered in the following chapters�

While the terminology of Fractal Dimension remains confusing� it is still ap�

pealing as a strategy in the light of what has been said earlier in the chapter�

Particularly it provides a link between scale�based analysis of many of the grey�

level co�occurence techniques� with spectral analysis� Other great advantages of

the technique include the fact that it represents a concise measure� and that a

value can� if required� be applied to all pixels in the image�

	�� Conclusion

In this chapter� the issue of feature extraction in the texture segmentation process

has been considered� Many of the techniques discussed will be examined experi�

mentally in Chapter �� However one of the many di�culties in identifying suitable

features for segmentation is the fact that there is so much information�

It would be desirable therefore to consider the possibilities of preprocessing

an original image in order to make the extraction of features� simpler and more

e�cient� Such a method is described in the following chapter�
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Chapter 	

Gabor Filters


�� Introduction� Textural Enhancement

The segmentation of textures based on Gabor Filters was described in Chapter

� as consisting of the repeated convolution of an image with a bank of �lters set

to di�erent frequencies and orientations� The responses of the each of the �lters

in the bank at each sampled pixel� formed a pattern vector� and segmentation

consists of classifying pixels according to the vector associated with them�

Using such a technique on very simple textures returns quite satisfactory res�

ults� as can be seen from Figure ���� This was obtianed by applying a bank of

sixteen Gabor Filters� set to four orientations �vertical� horizontal� left�to�right

diagonal� right�to� left diagonal�� and four di�erent spatial frequencies�

Despite a few anomalous decisions at the boundaries� and at the periphery of

the image� the majority of pixels have been into four groups� corresponding to
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Figure ���� Gabor Filtering on a Simple Test Image

Figure ��
� Textured Test Image

the textures in the image� Much of the documented experimentation involving

Gabor Filters tends to consist of the analysis of such unchallenging examples of

texture� Problems are introduced when more complex images are presented to

the algorithm�

For example consider Figure ��
� This is an arti�cial image consisting of

four separate segments� two identical rectangular whicker panels at the top of

the image� a single sparsely patterned rectangular whicker panel at the lower

part� and a background of some densely woven cloth� The whicker panels have

de�nite horizontal and vertical elements� where as the weft of the fabric consists
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Figure ��� Gabor Filtered Version of Figure ��


of diagonal arrays of small vertical elements�

This image should not� in theory� represent too complicated a challenge to the

Gabor Filter technique� since most of the textural elements are highly periodic�

and presented at orientations that correspond more or less directly to those of the

�lter bank used in the previous example� One would expect therefore that a reas�

onable segmentation hypothesis would ensue� however the results are surprisingly

disappointing as can be seen from Figure ���

Nothing of the expected image structure is present� Other test images subjec�

ted to the same algorithm yield results that are roughly comparable in success� It

is tempting to write o� the whole technique as a failure� for many segmentation

problems�

Why are the results so unsatisfactory� It is possible that using a broader

range of grey scales� than those used in the simple structures of lines on uni�

form backgrounds complicates the extraction of the spectral information sought�

The responses to the �lters are weakened by variations in grey scales� So while
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this preliminary example is very disappointing� it has indicated one of the more

signi�cant �aws of the Gabor Filter technique�

To make the technique work� what is required is some means of extracting the

line structure out of this textured image� so that it more closely resembles the

simple image depicted in Figure ���� The most obvious way of extracting such a

textural line structure is to consider discontinuity information� such as that used

in the detection of edges�

The issue of edge�based segmentation was discussed in Chapter � To recap�

region boundaries are detected and then the regions enclosed by these boundaries

are deemed to be the segments� Consciously or otherwise� in segmenting images

this way� an important assumption about texture is being made� that the gradients

of the elements that compose the texture are smaller �in terms of magnitude� than

those of the edges�

For many surfaces� particularly those where the intensity or colour of objects

is fairly uniform� this is a valid assumption� However the images that are most

problematical� are those where this assumption does not hold� An example of

such a test image was shown in Figure ��
�

In this image� there are no clear boundaries� and the textures can be largely

de�ned in terms of the image discontinuities� Figure ��� shows the image after

an edge detection �lter had been applied� The boundaries of the boxes do not

appear as clearly as the lines corresponding to the the whickerwork textures� and

also the smaller elements composing the weft of the fabric texture that forms the
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Figure ���� Discontinuities of Fig� ��


centerline

Figure ���� Results of Gabor Filtering Enhanced Image

background to the image�

Image texture was de�ned in Chapter � in terms of the properties of the image

function� so traditional analytical tools such as di�erentiation are an obvious

means of analysing texture� Therefore many of the algorithms for extracting

edges can be used to extract textural information as well�

What is being advocated therefore is the enhancement of texture using gradient

edge detection algorithms� Enhancing textural images in this way reduces images

to the simpler line structures with which Gabor Filters has proved so successful�

Applying the Gabor Filter Bank to Figure ���� one obtains Figure ����
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This represents a signi�cant improvement on Figure ��� Although the result

is not a perfect segmentation hypothesis in that there are considerably more than

four segments� the essential structure is at least visible and promises further

improvement� This suggests therefore that the issue of enhancement is therefore

worthy of further consideration�


�� Experiments with Colour

Enhancement is therefore advocated as a useful preprocessing stage in segmenting

images� leading to improvement in performance� In this section� the issue of

including colour in the analysis of textured images is discussed� The aim is to

examine how texture and colour can be combined� and ultimately to determine if

this leads to improvement�

a good idea�

In many natural scenes� there is often a problem with the fact that ther range

of textures involved are broad� and not so well de�ned as in Figure ��
� Consider

the pictures in Figure ���� These originate from a variety of sources� and illustrate

a number of natural scenes� rather than arti�cially constructed textures� In these

scenes there are a number of visible textures� and a also a number of problems

associated with them�

The Plastic Cutlery Image displays a number of plastic utensils placed over

a tablecloth that has two coloured areas� Considering the table cloth� one would
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Figure ���� Textured Test Images

�




assume that the same material would have the same texture� however the di�erent

colours a�ect the visibility of the elements that make up the texture� Notice that

within the maroon area� the vertical elements of the texture are the most visible�

In the lighter area� the elements that compose the texture are less visible� but

where they can be seen� the horizontal elements predominate�

The Golden Gate Bridge image has a number of textures� the water� the sky�

the bracing on the underside of the bridge� and the hills in the background� One

of the challenges to a segmentation algorithm presented in this image is that the

water in the distance tends to merge into the hills on the landscape� There is no

clear boundary in terms of colour or texture between these two areas� Also the

bridge casts shadows over the water� again a�ecting the visibility of the textured

areas�

The third test image that is to be considered is that of two brightly�coloured

parrots� Here most of the boundaries are clearly de�ned since much of the back�

ground is out of focus� However there are gradual colour gradients in the back�

ground� and there are some small� but pronounced textured areas� Both parrots�

heads have a highly visible textured arangement of colouring and feathers� and it

is hoped that this will represent a suitable challenge to the gabor �lter techniques

employed�

All of these images should prove problematical to a greater or lesser extent�

since there are boundaries de�nable in terms of texture� but not colour as well as

cases where the reverse is true� It is therefore proposed to explore the possibilities
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of considering colour and texture in combination in segmentation�

In this chapter� it is therefore proposed to apply a bank of Gabor �lters to the

test images� Having identi�ed regions of textural homogeneity� it is then proposed

to merge neighbouring regions on the basis of colour similarity� The measurement

criteria of Chapter �� will be employed in the next chapter� when the technique

discussed here is compared with other algorithms�

����� Setting Up the Gabor Filters

The traditional approach to Gabor �ltering has been to use a sequence of �lters�

at four orientations� and at a number of frequencies deemed appropriate� The

response to the �� �lters then forms a feature vector which can be used with

segmentation techniques� This leaves a number of issues to be discussed�

Firstly the issue of e�ciency needs to be considered�The e�ciency issue should

be considered at this stage� as it forms one of the means of measuring improve�

ment�

In Gabor Filtering the issue of computational e�ciency is closely bound up

with the number of �lters used for the segmentation� The number of �lters de�

termines the number of convolution operation on an image required� and the

dimensionality of the pattern space�

In a typical setup such as that described in �� �� �lters were used �four orient�

ations times four frequencies�� Given that the �lters are applied in phase pairs�
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this would require thirty�two convolutions� giving a sixteen dimensional pattern

space�

The size of the �lters is another matter that needs to be considered as well�

The �lters should be large enough to consider regions large enough to consider a

suitable spread of textural elements� and small enough so as to produce clearly�

de�ned areas� The size of the �lters also has a bearing on the e�ciency of the

algorithm� since larger masks require more computation� The issue of mask size

however is dictated by the problem� as in some cases selection of inappropriately�

sized masks can produce meaningless results�

This highlights another of the complicating factors of the gabor �lter technique�

and that is the amount of �tuning� required to obtain suitable results� The range

of frequencies� the range of orientations� the size of the masks� and their quantity

all have to be decided in advance� and can have a signi�cant bearing on the results�

In this study therefore a number of decisions have been taken in order to max�

imise both e�ciency and performance� Firstly only two orientations were used

in obtaining the results obtained here� horizontal and vertical� It is to be expec�

ted that diagonal textures would respond uniformly to both sets of �lters� and

thereby produce an identi�able response� Two frequencies were used correspond�

ing roughly to a 
 and � cycles �in relation to the diameter of the mask��

The diameter used was determined by the best responses obtained after a

number of experiments� For the images discussed here the size of mask was


� � 
� pixels� except for the parrots image in which case a � � � mask was
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used�

A subsampling strategy was used� so that it was not necessary to convolve

every pixel in the image� only a representative sample� This will result in mis�

classi�cation of pixels at the boundaries� however this problem is often unavoidable

in image segmentation problems �as was outlined earlier in the text��


�� Results

The results obtained for the experiments are displayed in Figure ���� The res�

ults are discussed brie�y� At this stage it is proposed to establish if reasonable

segmentation hypotheses can be obtained using this technique� More detailed

analysis based on comparison with other techniques will be undertaken in the

next chapter�

In the Plastic Cutlery image� the results obtained from the gabor �lter tech�

nique have produced a number of anomalies� Many of the edges are not clearly

de�ned partly because of the subsampling strategy� and partly becuase the al�

gorithm responds to the boundaries� as well as to the textural elements� Never�

theless in terms of quantity most of the pixels seem to be correctly classi�ed into

groups corresponding to the objects visible in the image�

The Golden Gate Bridge image produces quite good results� notice that the

discovery of the border between the water and the hills in the distance on the

left�hand side of the image was successfully identi�ed� although the outline of
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Figure ���� Test Images Segmented on the Basis of Gabor Filters and Colour
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Figure ���� Parrots Image Segmented with �� Gabor Filters

these hills is not as clearly de�ned as expected� The water in the image has been

identi�ed into several segments� This is to be expected� given that the bridge casts

a large shadow over a large area of sea in the foreground� Furthermore given the

viewing angle of the image� the riples on the water a more sparsely distributed in

the foreground�

The Parrots image is considered to be quite well�segmented using the Gabor

�lter technique� The background is divided into a few� large segments� There is

also greater homogeneity about the structure of the feathers� again there is not

quite the same response to the colour gradients in the image rather than in the

case of the multiscale approach�
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�� Conclusions

The evidence from this chapter would seem to indicate that the Gabor �lter tech�

nique for image segmentation can improve its performance by using images where

the discontinuities have been enhanced� Furthermore the incorporation of colour

led to what appear to be reasonable segmentation hypotheses� At this stage no

other claims will be made for the technique�

It will have been observed that in all case the regions discovered had very ap�

proximate boundaries� that re�ected the structure of the subsampling approach�

producing large numbers of right angles and horizontal or vertical lines� This sug�

gests that the Gabor �lter results might possibly be improved by considering every

pixel in the image to obtain the segmentation hypothesis� Improvements made in

this way do not yield improvements that would justify the considerable increase

in the volume of processing involved in extracting a segmentation hypothesis�

Another consideration might be increasing the number of �lters to cover a

broader range of frequencies and orientations� Using more �lters improves the

results but� as in the case of full�sampling� this improvement is not in proportion

to the added expense� Consider Figure ��� This �gure was obtained using six�

teen �lters� this time incorporating diagonal response �lters �with 
�
 masks��

While it is in many respects a better result than that displayed above� the im�

provement was obtained as quite considerable cost�

It will be recalled that subsampling technique used in this chapter was em�
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ployed as a segmentation strategy on the grounds of e�ciency� Even with sub�

sampling� and the other economies made to reduce the quantity of processing�

the results obtained were at a cost that is higher than those incurred using the

Multiscale approach� Furthermore the enhancement process adds an additional

overhead� It is instructive therefore to note that better results do not emerge from

the greater computing power involved�

The results obtained from the Gabor �lter technique will be compared to other

algorithms in the next chapter and judged on the basis of the measurement criteria

described in Chapter ��
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Chapter 


Fractal Dimension

��� Introduction

In this chapter it is proposed to consider Fractal dimension techniques for the

segmentation of images� covering similar themes to the previous chapter�

The issues of discrimination and segmentation using Fractal Dimension have

been broached in a number of texts� using box counting strategies on grey�level

image surfaces ���� ���� ����� In this chapter it is proposed to consider if enhance�

ment leads to useful� e�cient segmentation using Fractal Dimension�

��� Enhancement and Fractal Dimension

Enhancement would seem to represent a worthwhile preprocessing technique for

the Gabor Filtering approach� however it remains to be seen if this applies to
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Fractal Dimension Techniques�

In Chapter Six� Fractal Dimension techniques for the discrimination of texture

where discussed� Many of these techniques worked directly on the image func�

tion� and some have been used with greater success than others� The segmentation

problem is more complex than the discrimination problem however� and this sug�

gests that a di�erent approach such as using discontinuity enhancement� would be

more appropriate� principally because it drastically reduces the quantity of data

being processed�

Recalling the discussion in Chapter Six� many of the techniques for the cal�

culation of fractal dimension in the spatial domain were statistical� The need to

consider grey�levels increases the range of data that it is necessary to deal with�

and so it is possible that segmentation based on enhanced images would lead to

improvements in the speed of the processing� and also in the quality of the results�

The relevant information about the structure of the surfaces of image functions

is topologically summarised in an enhanced image� so that all is required is an

analysis of their disposition in a two�dimensional space�

A second good reason for considering enhanced images for Fractal Dimen�

sion segmentation purposes is that some of the problems associated by increasing

the dimensionality of techniques developed for curves� are minimised� Trying to

extract the fractal dimensional� from a two�dimensional function of space is self�

evidently more straightforward than considering a three�dimensional function of

space and intensity�
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Figure ���� Edge Detection with Traditional Gradient Filters �Sobel��

The theme of discontinuity enhancement is therefore continued in this chapter�

and a new technique is discussed based on a discontinuity detector that identi�es

their loci more precisely�

��� Fine Local Derivative Discontinuity Extract�

ors

Consider the �gure of Lena in Figure ���� The edge image shown on the right was

obtained using a Sobel Detector� Notice that the discontinuities are rather more

pronounced in the gradient image� This is because there is a tendency to identify

pixels that abut the boundary� as well as those pixels that are actually on it�
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A survey of some of the more recent literature��� ��� ��� reveals that there

are a number of mask�based techniques� that permit the extraction of �ner edges�

The Kasinski Filter technique is discussed here�

As an alternative to the convolution mask approach to the detection of edges�

Kasinski Filters work by considering the pro�les of sampled pixels at the centre

of a small �typically �� �� window�

The pixels found in the central row� and central column of the �lter window

are used to determine whether the pixel found at the centre is a boundary or not�

Each pro�le contains � samples �for a �� � window� from the image� from which

a ��element logical pro�le �LP� is extracted� Each element of the logical pro�le

assumes values from the set f�������g� depending on the result of comparison

between neighbouring image samples� So for a �ve element horizontal pro�le

fx�� x�� ���� x�g� the logical pro�le element hi �i � ������ is de�ned thus�

hi �

	







�








�

��� if xi 	 xi��

�� if xi � xi��

��� if xi 	 xi��

�����

The vertical logical pro�le �v� is created the same way� only from the central

column of the mask�

Consideration of this logical pro�le determines whether or not the pixel at the

centre of the window is an edge or not� The essential condition that must be

ful�lled is that the two elements at the centre of at least one of the logical pro�les
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�h or v� are not equal�

The technique as it stands� is too highly sensitive to be applied to many images

directly� A thresholding operation can be introduced to determine the scale of

di�erence considered signi�cant� This has the e�ect of modifying equation ��� as

follows�

hi �
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�

��� if xi 	 xi�� � 


�� if xi � xi�� � 


��� if xi 	 xi�� � 


���
�

This a�ords a number of advantages over the use of other gradient techniques

in the enhancement of texture� Firstly it enables some categorisation of the kinds

of edges being discovered� which can facilitate semantic interpretations of dis�

continuities� Secondly as an identi�er of boundaries� it only identi�es those that

straddle the edge� rather than those found near it� This latter point has im�

plications for this particular study� particularly since discontinuities can only be

detected at the centre of the �lter window� they are much �ner than those identi�

�ed with other more traditional gradient masks� Using these �ner discontinuities

as edge enhancers� it is possible to retain a high degree of spatial frequency res�

olution that might not otherwise be possible with other gradient discontinuity

detectors�

On the basis of its ability to produce �ner edges� the Kasinski technique is

posited as an alternative discontinuity enhancer to that of Sobel Masks used in
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Figure ��
� Edge Detection with Kasinski Filter�

the previous chapter� At this stage it should be stated that the fact that the Sobel

technique does not identify the precise loci of the turning points in an image�

fatter edges are not necessarily disadvantageous in the enhancement of texture�

Exaggerated discontinuity information should make it easier to treat as the

lines and points that emerge are well�de�ned� This was the case in the previ�

ous chapter� Segmentation produced by Kasinski enhanced edges in combination

with Gabor Filters produced results that were slightly less successful than those

obtained using Sobel Filters�

At the same time there will be cases when broadly�marked discontinuity in�

formation will eliminate the frequency resolution of the texture and hinder the

subsequent analys� In which case the �ner discontinuity detectors o�er a more
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appropriate means of analysing texture�

This is precisely the case with Fractal Dimension based segmentation of im�

ages� where the presence or absence of textural elements needs to be measured

as precisely as possible over a smaller area� Enhancement can be said to have a

di�erent meaning in this context�

The purpose of enhancement for Gabor Filtering is to produce edges that pro�

voke strong responses from �lters where appropriate� In fractal dimension�based

segmentation� what is required is a more precise representation of the textural

elements�

Considering the test image used in the previous chapter �see Figure ��
 its

fractal features �In this case Capacity� Correlation and Information Dimensions�

are extracted and displayed in Figure ��� As can be seen the basic structure

of the image has been extracted successfully� and on the basis of this� there is

justi�cation for considering the technique in greater detail�

��� Fractal Dimension and Colour

In this section it is proposed to generate segmentation hypotheses for the three

colour test images used in the previous chapter� and comparisons made with the

Gabor Filter Technique�

As before the image is segmented on the basis of fractal dimension� and pixels

are grouped on the basis of euclidean distance between fractal dimension values�
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Figure ��� Fractal Dimension of Enhanced Test Image� Results for Capacity
Dimension �Top�� Correlation Dimension �Middle�� and Information Dimension
�Bottom
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This will generate a large number of small regions� which are then grouped again�

on the basis of colour statistics�

��	�� Calculating the Fractal Dimension

In Chapter Six� a number of techniques have been discussed for the calculation

of the fractal dimension� in this chapter only two are used� The reason for this

rather drastic triming of the available options is that the use of enhanced images

enables the use of simpler options�

Using the Gollub and Baker taxonomy of Fractal Dimension techniques� there

are three related measures of dimensionality� Capacity� Correlation� and Inform�

ation Dimension�

In order to calculate these dimensions� measures need to be extracted at dif�

ferent scales� The area circumjacent to each pixel considered is examnined� The

area is large enough to allow the information to be sampled at three di�erent

scales �box sizes�� which is of course the minimum required to obtain an estim�

ate of the slope of the log�log plot of box size versus probability in the case of

information dimension� or area in the case of capacity dimension�

As in the previous chapter� having obtained a preliminary segmentation based

on the analysis of textural information� the regions are merged on the basis of the

similarity of colour�
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��� Results

The results for the segmentation experiments are shown in Figures ��� and ����

The segmentation hypotheses generated from fractal dimension is considered in

the following subsection� followed by a comparison of the results obtained from

the fractal dimension�

����� Information Dimension Results

Considering Figure ���� one may say that all of the results are satisfactory in many

respects� In all cases the subsampling strategy produced rather square edges� with

many right�angles and straight lines� although this was expected�

The image segments in the Plastic Cutlery image predominantly correspond

to the regions one would expect to �nd� Namely that the majority of pixels are

classi�ed into regions that correspond to the di�erent utensils� and the di�erent

colours of the table cloth� What has proved problematical are the shadows and

bright spots which create colour boundaries� and obliterate much of the textural

information�

In the case of the Golden Gate Bridge image� the sea is divided into a number

of large segments� It has not proved possible to identify the boundary between the

hills and the sea� which was identi�ed as problematical in the previous chapter�

Nevertheless� many of the objects in the image correspond to uniform segments�

One notable success has been the identi�cation of the bracing on the underside of
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Figure ���� Segmentation Based on Information Dimension
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the bridge� where it was visible�

The background in the parrots image has been placed in several segments�

most of which are fairly large� The green palm frond behind the parrot on the

left hand side of the image has been identi�ed� As for the parrots themselves�

the texture on the areas around the parrots eyes has been identi�ed as a single

texture�

����� Capacity Dimension Results

The results obtained for the Capacity Dimension are displayed in Figure ���� In

general they are very similar to those obtained from the information dimension�

This is perhaps to be expected since the Information and Capacity Dimensions

are related by the relation �����

In the Plastic Cutlery image for example� the edges are not as clearly de�ned as

was the case with the information dimension� although the hypotheses generated

are in many other respects very similar�

In the Golden Gate Bridge image� the problematical boundary between the

hills and the water was not identi�ed� Nevertheless the water� the bridge� the

boat and the rest of the landscape was quite satisfactorily segmented�

In the parrots image� the parrot on the right hand side is fairly clearly identi�ed

from its background� however the head of the parrot on the left is to some extent

merged with the palm frond�
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Figure ���� Segmentation Based on Capacity Dimension
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Comparison of Results
Image Cutlery Bridge Parrots
MS ���
 ���� ���
Gabor�S� ��� 
��� ���

Info �K� ���
 ���� ����
Cap �K� ���� ���� ����

Table ���� Error Measures compared for fractal dimension and Gabor Filters�

����� Comparison With Gabor Filters

Having examined a number of segmentation hypotheses� the next stage is to

perform some form of comparison with the gabor �lter technique� and to put the

all the textures discussed in this part of the work into some form of perspective�

by comparison with an algorithm that is based on colour information alone�

The Table ��� shows the results obtained using the measurement criteria of

Chapter �� The �gures represent the �Badness� value obtained from the error

vector� where the texture value has been ignored�

In this table� the fractal dimension techniques demonstrate a clear ascendency

over the Gabor �lter approach� In general this is because the boundaries in the

Gabor Filter segmentations were poorly de�ned� In both cases a similar spatial

approach was used in order to segment the images using the same size radius� and

so this should not have a�ected the di�erential between the results� One can say

therefore that the fractal techniques are better than those obtained from the Gabor

�lters in terms of the quality of the output� Furthermore the calculation involved

in the calculation of fractal dimension is less� Requiring simpler calculations�
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Using a split and merge strategy one might reasonably expect even better results

with the fractal dimension technique�

In Figure ��� the results are shown from the multiscale approach for the ana�

lysis of colour images� The multiscale approach was brie�y described in Chapter

�� and is a split�and�merge based method for segmenting images� It can be used

directly with colour images� without preprocessing� Regions are split until their

variance falls below a preset limit� and merged if the means of neighbouring

regions are within another preset limit� This segmentation technique is some�

what crude in its approach to texture� as the analysis considers variance as the

basic descriptor� Nonetheless the resutls are pleasing to the eye� in that there

is a resembleance to the original image� and what is in many respects a good

segmentation�

The split and merge strategy tends to produce straight lines and right angles

as its boundaries� although the problem tends not to be quite so pronounced as

is the case with the subsampling approach� as can be seen comparing Figure ���

with the other Figures in this chapter� It is interesting to note therefore that the

fractal dimension technique produces results that are comparable in terms of the

quality of the output� to those obtained from the multiscale approach� In terms

of e�ciency� both algorithms are roughly comparable� and take about the same

time to produce a segmentation hypothesis�

Earlier in the text a question concerning whether colour could enhance the ana�

lysis of texture was posed� The answer would appear from the evidence presented
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Figure ���� Segmentation Based on The MultiScale Approach
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in this part of the study to be yes� This enthusiasm should be tempered in that

the number of segments generated by the fractal dimension algorithms were quite

large numbering in several hundred� and more than the multiscale approach� Fur�

thermore experiments at treating these images with texture� and without colour

were less successful� in that the number of segments were very large numbering in

the thousands� Nonetheless the results are encouraging� although greater success

is expected from the process of considering colour primarily� and re�nement using

texture�

��� Conclusion� The Measurement Problem Re�

visited

The last signi�cant issue to be dealt with in this part of the report� consists of

establishing a measure of texture error� ET � that can be used in the assessment of

the value of an image segmentation hypothesis� This is one of the more important

issues to be resolved before the rest of the work can proceed�

In the study so far one of the problems that has beset the analysis of texture

using this method is that the regions that are formed frequently prove to be very

small as can be seen in Figure ���� One of the main causes for these problems is

the need to consider pixels as regions� and consequently the consistencies in one

region in�uencing the analysis of their neighbours�
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The approach to be adopted here is to consider the internal consistency of

regions� In the case of images that have not been segmented using textural in�

formation will possess some degree of consistency in this respect�

Of the textural analysis techniques used in this chapter� it will be recalled

that Gabor Filters produce feature vectors for each pixel� whereas the Fractal

Dimension technique produces only single real numbers� Measuring the consist�

ency of discovered segments could be e�ected by measuring the variance of these

descriptors� Obviously the Fractal Dimension provides the easiest mechanism for

doing this�

The measure we are going to use therefore is the standard deviation of the

fractal dimension within a discovered segment as the measure of its textural con�

sistency�

The work then of Part Two is thus completed� Texture having been examined�

the next task will be to consider colour�
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Part III

Colour Image Segmentation
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Chapter ��

Assessing Colour Spaces

���� Introduction

In this the third part of the study� the issue of concern is that of colour features�

speci�cally which of the many techniques should be used� In order to perform this

assessment a technique whereby colour spaces can be assessed is required� This

chapter will be concerned therefore� with the de�nition of a suitable algorithm

that will be useful for this purpose� The structure of this part will therefore be as

follows this chapter will identify the means of achieving the most desirable results

�in terms of the measurement criteria de�ned in Chapter ���

Feature�selection has received most of the attention uptonow in keeping with

the philosophy outlined in an earlier chapter� This chapter is exceptional in that

it will be primarily concerned with algorithms� �albeit with a view to assessing

features��
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Additionally� it should be noted� given the results discussed in the previous

chapter that there are problems in combining colour and texture� particularly if

texture is considered �rst� If this process is to be tried in reverse� that is treating

colour information� before analysing texture� a useful result would be reducing

the quantity of information involved in colour images� which would thus facilitate

the analysis of texture� In this chapter it is proposed to develop a segmentation

algorithm that will both serve as a means of testing the suitability of colour spaces

to the segmentation task� and will serve as a means of reducing colour information�

���� Assessing Colour Spaces

All colour spaces are essentially metric spaces� and the de�nition of a metric space

requires that there is a distance function D�x� y� that de�nes distance between

the two points x and y such that�

�� D�x� y� � � � x� y � S with equality only when x � y


� D�x� y� � D�y� x��x� y � S

� D�x� z� � D�x� y� �D�y� z��x� y� z � S

This suggests that the most appropriate way of assessing any metric space is

essentially some means of assessing its distance function�

One technique that depends entirely upon distance functions is �Clustering��

This technique assumes that patterns will form into di�erent classes� by grouping

�
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in feature space� That is patterns with similar features will form clusters in feature

space� Distance functions are used to �nd these clusters�

The method proposed for the examination of colour spaces is to use clustering

with a distance function� If more satisfactory segmentation hypotheses result from

a particular colour space� then one may conclude that it may be considered a more

suitable space for segmentation� Thus clustering is proposed as the basis of the

examination� Clustering may also prove useful for the other purpose discussed

above� as is discussed in the following sections�

���� Quantisation and Segmentation

It was observed in the introductory part of this study that one of the problems

of colour image processing is the increased quantity of information in the im�

age exacerbating the costs� It was noted that coloured images usually consist of

three planes� which gives three di�erent image functions to process� whereas tra�

ditional monochromatic images only have one� While there is more information

in a colour image than a monochromatic one� this is not necessarily proportional

the additional amount of data�

A desirable development would be some way of reducing the colour information

into a single image function� If this function is mathematically tractable� then

traditional monochromatic image processing techniques could be applied�

Most image processing techniques are to some extent information reduction
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exercises� particularly in the case of Machine Vision systems� Image processing

techniques in this context are concerned with the extraction of only that inform�

ation relevant to the recognition task�s� being performed�

Image segmentation for example� is performed in order to identify particular

characteristics of regions in an image� that will enable them to be related to the

real world objects that they represent� Consequently the kinds of information ex�

tracted will be the visual surface characteristics of an object� and also information

about its morphology�

Considered this way segmentation is shown to be related to the image quant�

isation problem	 another technique concerned with the reduction of the quantity

of information in an image� Colour quantisation for example� is the process of

representing the in�nite variety of colours that are available in the real world to

the restricted number that may be represented on an digital display device�

Despite the limitations of the process� many computerised representations of

scenes retain their semantic structure to a greater extent� although some informa�

tion is lost� The goal of quantisation is to minimise this loss� within the restrictions

imposed�

���� Clustering and Image Segmentation

The technique of clustering� described brie�y above� segments image by classify�

ing pixels using only some characteristics �intensity� or average intensity in the
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neighbourhood� as the justi�cation for segmentation� with no consideration of the

spatial arrangement�

The technique� as described by Coleman and Andrews in ���� ����� assumes

that the patterns described by a feature vector will form clusters in their space�

that is form closely�packed groups in the space of their feature vectors� If this is

the case� then a clustering algorithm will �nd those groups�

This is performed by calculating the distances from each pixel to what is called

a prototype point� The prototype is usually some estimate of the mean of cluster�

The prototype point may well correspond to a particular pixel� or an average

value of a number of pixels �precisely what is used depends on the algorithm��

Clustering attempts to arrange the points in feature space such that the average

distance from the prototype to each cluster�member is at a local minimum� This

makes the technique desirable as an image segmentation algorithm� as the issue

of homogeneity is fairly well resolved� if a cluster has a prototype that is a good

approximation of the mean� �as one would hope� then the average distance between

the points and the mean is directly related to the variance within a cluster �����

Given the assessment methods discussed in Chapter �� this means that clusters

should produce segments with a high degree of internal consistency� �Assuming

that the prototype really is� or at least resembles� the mean��

One particularly undesirable characteristic of clusters however� is that they are

not necessarily equivalent to segments� This is particularly the case in images

where di�erent objects may have similar colours�
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The feature patterns used in the original Coleman and Andrews paper were

complex� using in some cases up to nine�dimensional vectors� The higher di�

mensionality� incorporating information such as the magnitude and orientation

of image gradients in addition to the colour data� was to ensure that the emer�

gent clusters corresponded to individual image regions� While the technique was

to a large extent successful� the use of an increased dimensionality compounds

the number of calculations involved in the algorithm� rendering it less e�cient�

Additionally feature reduction techniques had to be used in order to determine

which of the features accounted for the most variation �and contributed the most

information��

Many algorithms have sought to segment images by using clustering on the

colour co�ordinates alone� An image segment however� should bear some relation

to the characteristics of the real�world object that it represents� and that implies�

in most cases� that there should be spatial connectivity between the pixels that

form it� There is no such connectivity implicit in a cluster where the relationship

is de�ned by distance in colour space� Consequently a cluster will not infrequently

contain several segments�

There are many circumstances in which this might be advantageous in that

often the real�world objects in which a vision system might be interested do not

always correspond to a single image segment either� It is frequently the case

that an object may be occluded in such a way that it produces several image

segments� If all of the segments in such circumstances share the same colour�
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than they will be in the same cluster� In which case it is conceivable that all of

the image segments corresponding to a single object will be in the same cluster�

���� Quantisation and Clustering

It was suggested earlier on this chapter that a desirable development would be

to reduce the information in a coloured image to a single processing function�

One method for achieving this is clustering� If each cluster is given an identifying

number� then the pixels in an image are given numbers which correspond to the

cluster to which they belong�

The resulting �Cluster Picture� can be used for image segmentation� edge

detection� and �ltering� and�or any number of image processing purposes� It

encapsulates many of the colour relationships within the image� and reduces sig�

ni�cantly the amount of data that has to be processed�

The better clustering algorithms are known to be computationally costly�

however there are ways of reducing the overheads involved at the expense of some

of the accuracy� The resulting savings are considerably more signi�cant than the

losses of de�nition�

����� The �Cluster Picture�

The cluster�picture is the single�dimensional function that results from the cluster�

ing of an image� If each cluster is assigned a sequential series of positive integers
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as labels� than each pixel is assigned an integer value that in some way relates to

the cluster identi�er� It may be the cluster label itself� or any multiple of it� so

that the cluster�picture can have values tailored to any particular purpose� The

advantages of this will become apparent as the discussion continues�

It is to be expected that while clusters are not equivalent to regions� all of the

pixels in a region should fall within the same cluster� The advantage of assigning

any value to a region in the cluster pixel now becomes more apparent� since one

is able to facilitate edge detection for example� since any gradient discovered is

more likely to correspond to boundaries�

Since clustering algorithms do not consider spatial relationships in images�

then they are known to be prone to point noise� Isolated points or small dots

in the image will be clustered along with genuine image regions� However since

there is a single dimensional cluster�picture� this kind of noise can be more easily

removed by �ltering�

Another advantage is that this technique is readily adaptable to any colour

space� even HSI� where the presence of the Hue angle has often proved prob�

lematical in the development of algorithms� The only essential requirement is a

distance function�

It is evident that there are a number of advantages to the usage of this tech�

nique� However the principal obstacle is the clustering algorithm� What is re�

quired is a technique that is e�cient� and accurate� The e�ciency criteria that is

required is that the complete processing set� that is clustering� and �ltering�noise
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reduction� and segmentation should be more e�cient than would be the case if a

typical three dimensional colour image was segmented the same way� The accur�

acy will be determined in the same way as de�ned in Chapter ��

The following section considers the di�erent clustering algorithms� and con�

siders the extent to which they meet these requirements�

���� A Survey of Clustering Algorithms

There are a number of clustering algorithms available� What is presented here

is a sample of the range available that have been selected because they o�er an

e�cient� and�or accurate solution� In each case certain parameters need to be

speci�ed� These are considered� and the results they may have on the outcome of

the clustering�

����� K
Means Clustering

This technique requires that the number of clusters to be sought� be known in

advance �other techniques require di�erent� a priori knowledge�� Given this in�

formation� the algorithm functions as follows�

�� A number of pixels are selected arbitrarily to serve as the initial prototypes�


� All pixels in the image are then assigned �or clustered� to the nearest �in

terms of distance in feature space� prototypes�
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� The means for these clusters are then calculated� and then all pixels are

reassigned to the nearest means� This stage is repeated until the means

stop changing their value�

This technique has the advantage that it is more likely to �nd a global min�

imum within�cluster variance than many other of the available techniques� al�

though this is still by no means guaranteed� The principle disadvantage is that it

can be costly� requiring an unpredictable number of iterations through all of the

image data in order to converge to a solution� In some of the experiments under�

taken for this chapter� convergence took up to 
�� iterations� Another problem is

that symmetry cycles can occur� where the algorithm oscillates between several

possible solutions�

����� Simple Clustering

This is a clustering technique that requires only a single pass through the data�

Instead of the number of clusters to be sought� this clustering technique requires

a threshold to be speci�ed which de�nes maximum distance in feature space from

the prototype	 thus it de�nes the maximum variance that the cluster may have�

The algorithm is as follows�

�� A point is selected arbitrarily from the image� and is added to the hitherto

empty list of prototypes�


� The rest of the points in the image are compared to the list of prototypes�

�
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Figure ����� K�Means Clustering �Left� and Simple Clustering �Right� �A single
grey scale corresponds to a single cluster

� If they are within the threshold distance from any of the prototypes in

the list� then they are classi�ed to the nearest�

� If they exceed the threshold distance from all prototypes in the list�

then they become another prototype� and are added to the list�

If the prototypes fall anywhere near the mean of the ideal clustering �the global

minimum for the within cluster distance�� then a very good approximation will be

achieved by this technique�

The selection of pixels can be arbitrary however� with the result that it is

highly dependent on the order in which the pixels are examined� and also it is

less likely than the K�Means algorithm to �nd the global minimum for the within�

cluster variance� However in many practical cases the di�erences in the achieved

results are not always in proportion to the di�erence in processing overheads

between the two algorithms� This can be seen from the Figure ����

The simple clustering algorithm is very similar in many respects to the re�

gion growing technique described in Chapter � If region growing is performed
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using similarity criteria �that is growth is halted when the similarity threshold is

exceeded�� then region�growing segments images such that the average distances

between each pixel and the seed pixel are at a local minimum�

It is interesting to note that the region growing technique incorporates spatial

information into the simple clustering algorithm� by considering only one proto�

type at a time� Thus in this case it proves to be slightly simpler to consider colour

and pixel�location together� than to consider colour separately�

����� Learning Vector Quantisation

Learning Vector Quantisation �LVQ�� unlike Clustering� is a supervised pattern

recognition technique� This means that it requires training in order to make

classi�cation decisions� Supervised pattern recognition algorithms need two kinds

of data therefore� training data� and test data� The training data is used by the

algorithm in order to establish the estimate for the prototypes� The test data is

that concerning the problem to be solved�

Clustering on the other hand� is an unsupervised technique� where the al�

gorithm �nds its own way of solving the problem from the data presented� LVQ

is similar to Clustering in that it de�nes partitions in feature space such that the

points within each partition have a minimum average distance from the mean of

each partition� Thus it uses a training set to �nd prototypes that should� when

presented with test data� minimise the within�cluster variance�
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In order it to apply it to the image segmentation algorithm� a set of training

data would need to be found� A practical solution is suggested by Uchiyama and

Arbib ����� uses the image to be processed as the source of the training set� Pixels

are selected at random from the image� and used to train the prototypes� The

algorithms consists of the following steps�

� The Initialisation Stage� A prototype is established� with a weight vector

W set to the mean colour vector for the whole image� A variable that counts

the number of times this prototype �wins� �that is declared to be nearest�

in terms of Euclidean distance� to the training pattern�� is set to zero� The

number of repetitions is set to zero�

� The Competitive Learning Stage�

�� Select an colour vector X randomly from the image� Find the nearest

prototype� If there are several prototypes equally near to the pattern�

then select one at random�


� Update the the weight vector of the of the winning prototype according

to the rule�

 Wwinner � ��X �Wwinner� ������

and increment the win counting variable by one �� is the learning rate��
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� If a prototype�s win counting variable reaches some predetermined

threshold value 
� then create a new unit with the same value of weights

W as the winner� and reset both win counting variables to zero�

�� Increment the iteration counter by one� If the iteration counter is equal

to some predeterminedmaximum� then stop the learning process� Oth�

erwise start again from ��

Having acquired the requisite number of prototypes� the pixels in the image

are then classi�ed according to the nearest prototype� in the same way as they

would be using K�Means clustering�

The training phase of the algorithm will depend on the number of samples re�

quired in order to generate the prototypes� However even for complicated images�

the training time� and the single pass through the data required to segment the

image combined� is nearly always considerably less then the time involved in the

numerous iterations used in K�Means clustering�

The authors have derived formulas for obtaining the minimumnumber of train�

ing iterations for an image� so as to minimise the amount of work that needs to

be done�

What results is a good approximation of a good clustering solution� requiring

less processing time then the K�Means algorithm� Usually the number of training

samples required is less than the number of pixels in the image� The classi�cation

process requires only one pass through the data� Additionally there is no problem
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with symmetry cycles� or slow convergence speeds� Therefore� another signi�cant

advantage over the K�Means algorithm is that the response time is predictable�

����	 Assessment

There are a number of clustering algorithms available that appear that will enable

the rapid generation of a cluster picture�

The K�Means algorithm requires an indeterminate number of iterations to

produce a solution� and sometimes this number can be very large� The calculations

required are proportional to the number of pixels in the imageN � as are the logical

comparisons� One of its principle failings is that it can be unpredictable� That is

to say there is no guarantee of convergence� and even when this is the case� there

is no way of predicting how many iterations will be required before it is achieved�

The Simple clustering algorithm requires only a single pass through the data�

the number of calculations and logical comparisons required is proportional to N �

but as the number of clusters increases� so does this proportion� If the number of

clusters found are small� this increase does not signi�cantly a�ect the e�ciency

of the algorithm�

The LVQ algorithm requires a single pass through the data to determine the

global image average� for the initialisation stage� The calculation of the remaining

prototypes is determined by the cycles calculation factor which yields the following

equation
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Imax � �
n � �
�n� �� ����
�

Where Imax is the maximum number of iterations� n is the number of clusters�

and 
 is the number of times a cluster prototype is allowed to win before being

split to form two new clusters is de�ned as�


 � ���
p
n �����

Thus the complexity of the training stage is dependent on the predetermined

number of clusters� and 
� For a small number of prototypes� even with a mod�

erately large value for 
� then the number of pixels considered in the calculation

of the prototypes will be less than N � Having established the prototypes� the

classi�cation stage requires only one pass through the data� with calculations and

logical comparisons proportional to N �

So from the foregoing� the more e�cient algorithms are LVQ and Simple clus�

tering�

If the optimal cluster arrangement is de�ned as that at which the within�

cluster variance is at a global minimum� then LVQ and K�Means clustering are

more likely� although by no means guaranteed� to �nd this solution� Both of

these algorithms consider the statistics of the whole image in order to create the

prototypes� The Simple clustering algorithm uses pixel values as the estimates

for the prototypes� and what is more the selection of these prototypes is arbitrary�
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and so it is likely to be the best choice for a prototype�

Experimental results based on cluster picture segmentation are discussed in

the next section�

���	 Experimental Trials of Quantisation Cluster�

ing

In order to ascertain the utility of the quantisation clustering� comparisons will

be made with other segmentation algorithms on the basis of the criteria described

in Chapter Four� The other algorithms considered include Region growing and

the Multiscale �Split and Merge� approach�

A typical region�growing algorithm was used� In order to try and ensure that

all segments were captured� the selection of seeds was sequential� that is a seed is

selected� and grown until it reaches the de�ned limit� then another seed is selected

and grown� and so on�

The growing limit is de�ned as a sphere in colour space� centred on the colour

of the seed pixel� The threshold forms the radius of this sphere� and is determined

as the maximum permissable Euclidean distance in colour space between the seed

point� and any pixel in the segment� Growth was stopped when pixels whose

colours were found outside of this sphere were discovered�

The experiments were carried out using a number of di�erent thresholds� in
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order to increase the likelihood of �nding the best possible result� in terms of

segment quality� As before the number of segments is taken into account� and

these are the results used for comparison with the other algorithms�

For the Multiscale technique used here� the splitting criterion was the variance

within a segment	 if it exceeded a certain threshold then the section was split�

The merging criterion was the Euclidean distance between the mean values for

each segment	 if it was less than the threshold� then it was merged�

As with the Region Growing method� the experiments were carried out using

a number of di�erent splitting and merging thresholds� The best quality segment

was used� to determine the result used for comparison purposes� and again the

numbers of discovered segments was taken into account�

A number of clustering algorithms will be discussed in this chapter� however

initially the K�Means algorithm will be considered �rst� as it is expected that this

will return the best results in terms of segment quality� The other techniques are

expected to produce results of a lesser quality� albeit more quickly�

For the clustering algorithms� pixels were classi�ed using their colour inform�

ation alone� that is only their RGB co�ordinates� In the case of the K�Means

and LVQ algorithms� the distance measure used was the Euclidean distance� The

experiments were repeated a number of times� as above� in order to improve the

likelihood of �nding an optimal �or at least �good�� segmentation�

In the case of the clustering algorithms� di�erent information is required a

priori� Where the number of clusters needs to be speci�ed� then �ve was selected
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Segment Quality Measures
Algorithm Plastic Hearts Bridge Lady Parrots
MultiScale ���� ���
 ��� ���� ����
Region Growing ���� ���� ���
 ���� ����
K�Means ��
 ���
 ���� 
��� ���


Table ����� Quality of Segments

Segment Numbers
Algorithm Plastic Hearts Bridge Lady Parrots
Multiscale ��� ��� ��� 
�� �
�
Region Growing 
�� 
�
 �� ��� �
�
K�Means �� � �� �� ��

Table ���
� Number of Segments

as the appropriate number� Where the maximum distance needed to be speci�ed�

the same values as were used for the Region�Growing and Multiscale algorithms

were applied� These values were selected� on the basis that the number of clusters

that would emerge� would be about � 
�

����� A Statistical Comparison

Considering the quality of the segments �see Table ������ it would seem that

the quantisation clustering technique returns the lowest quality segments� The

quality vector would seem to indicate greater within�segment consistency in the

Mutliscale technique� with the region growing technique coming second�

If the number of segments is taken into account however �see Tables ���
 and

����� One can see that the Multiscale technique is consistent because it generates
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Overall Results
Algorithm Plastic Hearts Bridge Lady Parrots
Multiscale ������ ������ 
�
��� ����� �����
Region Growing ���� 
���
 
���� 
����� �����
K�Means ���� ����� ����� ��
��
 ���
�

Table ���� Quality of Segments

Error Vector Results
K�Means ���� ����� ����� ��
��
 ���
�
Simple ��
��� ����� ����� �����
LVQ ����� ����� ����� ������ ����

Table ����� Quality of Segments

more numerous� small segments� In this case the K�Means algorithms can be seen

to generate fairly reasonable quality segments� for a more e�cient �in the sense

of fewer segments� partition of the image�

The disadvantage of the K�Means algorithm is that it is iterative� The time

it takes to produce a response is unpredictable� and can take some time� Further

experiments were carried out� using more predictable response times� Learning

Vector quantisation and Simple Clustering were examined for this purpose� The

results are presented in Table �����

The table shows that the LVQ technique works almost as well as the K�Means

algorithm� The simple algorithm produces less satisfactory results� which is not

surprising perhaps� given its resemblance to the split and merge technique� This

shows that there is promise in the quantisation clustering technique� based on the

Learning Vector Quantisation algorithm�
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Error Vector Results
LVQ Mode ���� ����� ����� ����� �
���
LVQ Median ���
� ����� ���� ���� ���
�

Table ����� Quality of Segments

As clustering techniques are global� and take little account of regional inform�

ation� often isolated points or regions emerge as a result of this technique� It

is possible to remove anomalous point noise that can occur with this technique�

by applying standard �ltering techniques� such as mode or median �ltering� The

results for this are displayed in Table �����

In some cases this leads to an improvement in the results� and this suggests�

that is a particular rather than a general solution�

In general it would seem that the cluster picture technique� yields better results

overall� Figures

���
 Conclusion

In this chapter a segmentation algorithm has been developed based on the cluster�

ing technique� Instead of using feature vectors of high dimensionality� clustering

has been used as a kind of preprocessing before extracting the segments� There

are a number of advantages for approaching the matter in this way�

Firstly in the analysis of texture� much of the minor variation in surface ap�

pearence does not a�ect clustering based on colour� Thus textures based on small
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Figure ���
� Segmentation results� K�Means �top�� Simple Clustering �middle��
Learning vector Quantisation �bottom�
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discontinuities are discovered by the technique� but does not interfere signi�cantly

with the larger discontinuities that other textural analysis systems �such as those

discussed in Part II� would use�

Secondly� these larger discontinuities can be more e�ectively managed� as the

cluster picture summarises all of the color information� in a single image function�

requiring that there is no need to adapt textural techniques for higher dimensional

colour information�

Thirdly the technique enables the assessment of colour spaces since it is based

entirely on distance functions� Consequently it will be used in Chapter �� for the

experimental analysis of colour spaces�
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Chapter ��

Assessing Colour Spaces

���� Introduction

As was discussed in the previous chapter� colour space is essentially a multidi�

mensional metric space� used in the de�nition and measurement of colours� where

dimension equates to some measured property of colour� The issue of distance

functions has proved to be particularly important and complicated in the issue

of the analysis of colour� because the calculated distance between two colours is

expected to correspond in some way to the di�erence perceived by human observ�

ers� For example similar shades of red are expected to be close together than say

red and green�

The precise equation of colour and meaning has been one of the principle

goals of colorimmetry� and a number of solutions have been developed to that

end� some of which will be discussed in this chapter� However the principle focus
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of this study is the segmentation problem� and this question of meaning may have

a bearing� It is to be expected that where there is better correlation between

perceived and measured di�erence� better segmentation hypotheses will result�

In the introductory part of this study segmentation was identi�ed as a pattern

recognition problem� Colour spaces are pattern spaces� where the colour vectors

for the pixels in an image� represent patterns to be analysed� The elements in

colour vectors are the features in the problem�

It is therefore proposed to assess the suitability of colour features in the ana�

lysis of colour images� The comparitive consideration of colour spaces has been

performed in other studies� and for similar purposes to that posited here ���� ��
�

����� However the novelty of this particular work is that there is a comprehensive

set of measures for judging the success of a segmentation hypothesis in this case�

and so this study is worth pursuing�

���� Colour Spaces

There are a number of di�erent colour spaces available for the purposes of rep�

resenting colour images� They are usually three dimensional� Common examples

might might include Red� Green� and Blue �RGB�� Hue� Saturation and Intensity

�HSI�� and Cyan� Magenta� and Yellow �CMY�� which is used to specify printer

ink colours�

Many spaces used in the representation of images are additive colour systems�
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based on the trichromatic theory of colour vision� The colour sensors in the

human retina �the cones� respond to light at wavelengths corresponding to red�

green� and blue� Consequently it is possible to recreate any colour in the visual

spectrum with additive mixtures of red� green� and blue light� This is described

as an additive� as increasing the quantities of the three primaries in combination

increases the lightness of a colour towards white� removing light darkens the colour

towards black which is the origin of the system�

In producing dyes and inks� subtractive colour systems are used� This means

that the primary colours� in this case usually cyan� magenta� and yellow� have the

e�ect of �cancelling out� light from each other when combined� Thus increasing

quantities of cyan� magenta� and yellow produces darker colours� and decreasing

them produces lighter colours� Generally speaking� in this study most of the

systems examined will be additive mixtures�

Given the multiplicity of colour spaces much of the recent literature of colour

image segmentation has re�ected a growing awareness that the underlying repres�

entation of an image �ie the colour space employed� can have a bearing on the

results obtained� Many recent papers have therefore used several di�erent colour

spaces in examining the properties of the particular segmentation algorithms un�

der consideration ��������� It would seem sensible� therefore to continue with this

approach in order to attempt to determine which� if any� a�ord advantages to the

purposes of image segmentation�
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Figure ����� Harald Kuppers Ideal Additive Colour Space

���� The Main Desiderata of a Colour Space for

Image Segmentation�

For additive colour systems the key issue would appear to be one of shape� While

this is not necessarily the most important issue in determining the requirements

of colour spaces� it is worth pointing out that in the discipline of colorimmetry

this issue has been given considerable thought� According to one of the most

respected writers on the subject of colour� Harald Kuppers ���� the ideal shape

for additive colour spaces is a Rhomboid� as can be seen in the diagram�

The origin of the Rhomboid is the lowest point� and represents black� White
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being the topmost point� This allows addition of colour vectors to have meaning

in terms of the mixture of colours� If this was the case then the Euclidean distance

would also possibly have greater meaning in assessing the perceptual di�erence

between two colours�

For example� the furthest distance between any two points is that between the

opposite extremities of the achromatic axis� Black and White� Also the distance

between the origin and the mixed colours is greater than between the origin and

the pure colours�This is sensible since Black is de�ned as the absence of all colour�

and White is de�ned as the full mixture of all colours� and so mixtures should be

closer to white then the pure colours�

An important point to note is that the Red� Green� and Blue spaces are not

orthogonal� but mutually separated by angles of sixty degrees� thus enabling the

longer achromatic axis�

While this is largely an idealisation� it is worthy of note since Munsell Colour

Space� a space that has been created entirely based on psychophysical data with

only physically realisable pigments� is shaped rather like a skewed rhomboid�

which o�ers circumstantial evidence in support of the Kuppers model�

This suggests� therefore that in an ideal additive colour space� a richer repres�

entation should be required for the representation of grey levels� and the distance

between cyan magenta and yellow� that is the mixed colours and the origin should

be greater than is the case for the primaries of red� green� and blue�

This notion of ideal colour space bears little resemblance to many of the ma�
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chine interpretable spaces examined in this study� However the ideas contained

within the notion are important pointers to the kind of qualities that should be

sought�

������ Image Segmentation and Pattern Recognition

In the introductory chapter� it was argued that image segmentation can be viewed

as a form of pattern recognition problem� It would be appropriate therefore to

judge colour co�ordinates as feature vectors would be judged� Consequently this

imposes two clear requisites� that the vector have the minimum dimensionality�

and the correlation between elements in the pattern vectors� is at the very least

minimal� and ideally zero�

The issue of minimumdimensionality can be solved straightaway by observing

that all colour spaces are usually tridimensional �with some exceptions�� The issue

of minimum correlation may require further explanation� If correlation exists

between the elements of a feature vector then there is duplicate information� one

element in the vector is �saying� the same thing as another� If the information

in the vector is not optimally distributed� then computational e�ort �and time� is

thus wasted� The correlation issue relates to e�ciency�

This requirement presents a problem for many additive colour systems� These

systems seek to model human trichromacy� and unfortunately the human visual

system samples colours such that there is a high degree of correlation between the
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output of the Red and Green cones ����

When correlation exists the pattern space therefore cease to be orthogonal�

�since the elements are not independent�� Thus the notion of distance� already a

vexatious issue with colour� is further complicated� This would appear to con�ict

with the Kuppers model discussed in the previous section� although in reality

this con�ict is illusory� The Kuppers model re�ects the fact that there is a certain

amount of correlation between di�erent the additive colour axes� and that additive

colour spaces are not the most appropriate means of representing colour images�

������ The Requirements of Image Processing Algorithms

In the process of image segmentation� some form of a priori knowledge is fre�

quently required before an algorithm can be executed successfully� For example�

it is often the case that region�growing algorithms �see above� expand pixels to

edge pixels� which of course requires that edge�detection be performed previously�

Additionally some segmentation algorithms� such as the Watershed transform� de�

pend on di�erential analysis of the image function�

As edge�detection is usually executed using gradient operators on the image

intensity �or luminance� function �
�� �
��� there is a requirement that there is

some form of �numerically� di�erentiable function upon which to work�

In general terms� most image processing algorithms impose the requirement

of a high degree of mathematical tractability in order to function correctly� this is
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something that ought to be taken into account�

In summary� the desirable qualities of colour spaces for the purposes of seg�

mentation include

� Mathematical Tractability

� A meaningful distance function

� Linear Independence of Features

The issue of distance has been discussed already� and in general most of the

spaces use the Euclidean distance function�
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Chapter ��

An Examination of Colour Spaces

���� Introduction

In the previous chapter� the requirements of a suitable space for colour image

segmentation were outlined� In this chapter� the aim is to attempt to establish

the extent to which the available colour spaces ful�ll these requirements� from a

careful examination of their speci�cations� and by experimentation�

Before starting these studies� some preliminary de�nitions will be presented

in order to aid the understanding the rest of the chapter� The types of colour

space we will examine in this chapter will generally fall into one of two categories�

Device Dependent� and Device Independent� This represents an interesting issue�

worthy of further consideration�

Device Dependent colour spaces are� as their name suggests� concerned with

the reproduction of colour on a particular device� such as a screen or a printer�
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A colour will be speci�ed in the colour space� however the appearance of a colour

on a screen for example� will largely depend on how that screen is con�gured�

Adjusting brightness and contrast controls will actually qualitatively change the

appearance of a colour� leaving the colour co�ordinates� as de�ned in the colour

space� una�ected� Similarly in colour printers� the instrument settings� and wear

and tear on the ink or toner�dispensing components will a�ect the colour produced�

without a�ecting the speci�ed co�ordinates�

Device Independent colour spaces are concerned with the accurate representa�

tion of the appearance of colour� regardless of the medium in which it is displayed�

Consequently if a colour has the same appearance on screen� and a printed piece of

paper than it will have the same co�ordinates in device independent colour space�

even though it is possible �and very likely� that the screen and printer co�ordinates

that produced them will not coincide�

It is fairly self�evident that transformation between device dependent and in�

dependent spaces cannot be achieved without some form of calibration� This

process can be costly in terms of calculations� and result in solutions that work

only for particular con�gurations of machines� The calibration and transformation

process has to be considered carefully therefore in order to determine whether the

results obtained justify the increased overheads�
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���� Colour On the Screen

In this section we survey the techniques involved in the representation of colour

on the screen� All of the techniques described here have some way of representing

colour geometrically� That is to say� colours are dealt with as points in space�

and can therefore have measures of distance associated with them� which may or

may not prove useful for the stated aims of the project� In this chapter we shall

present an overall survey of the the colour spaces� and a consideration of their

suitability to our purpose�

It is worth pointing out at this stage that most of the transformations are

linear and invertible� and consequently� transformation will not add information

to the image� What is hoped is that the information that is of interest� namely the

colours of the pixels will be �rearranged� in such a way as to make the important

information �whatever that may be� more accessible�

������ RGB Colour Space

This is perhaps the most common way of representing colour on the screen� Con�

ceptually it is simple to understand �
��� There are three mutually orthogonal

axes� for the primary colours red� green� and blue� Black is de�ned as the absence

of all colour and is the origin� white is the combination of full measures of all of

the primaries� and represents the opposite corner of the scheme�

Colours are represented as an R� vector� with each element representing a
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Figure �
��� RGB Space�

value for the quantity of Red� Green� and Blue light� In most discussions� these

values are real numbers in the interval ��� ��� however on most computers they are

represented as integer values in the range ��� 
���� This enables them to be stored

as single bytes instead of real numbers� which saves on storage� Conversion is

e�ected by dividing the byte value by 
���

Compared to the Harald Kuppers model it does� in theory possess a longer

achromatic axis despite the principal axes being orthogonal� The Euclidean Dis�

tance between Black� ��� �� ��� and white� �
��� 
��� 
��� is greater than the length

of any individual axis�

p

��� � 
��� � 
��� � ������

However points along this axis are sampled at 
�� intervals as well� since
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Figure �
�
� Information Distribution in RGB image

the achromatic points are de�ned as those where R � G � B� Thus due to

quantisation� and the demands of machine storage� the advantage o�ered by the

longer axis is reduced� due to the cruder quantisation� Also the di�erence between

the origin and the mixtures� Cyan� Magenta� and Yellow� is similarly a�ected� and

thus the concept of additive colour is not accurately re�ected in the structure�

Also the RGB system su�ers from the problem of all additive colour spaces�

which is a high degree of correlation between the co�ordinates� The de�nitive

proof of this would be to obtain a set of RGB co�ordinates for each colour in

the spectrum �at discrete intervals�� and then to extract correlation co�e�cients�

however this process would require complex calibration to e�ect� The most e�ect�

ive way of considering the information content is to consider the image in Figure

�
�
�
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The image has been subjected to edge detection� and although there are slight

di�erences in the quantity of edges discovered� there is a surprising similarity� A

di�erent set of edges would be extracted from each of the separate channel� if the

information was optimally distributed�

In sum the two principle shortcomings of this algorithm are therefore concerned

with colour quantisation� and information distribution� Distances do have some

meaning in this space� however the quantisation process makes it insu�ciently

rich to accurately represent mixtures of colours� Particularly along the achromatic

axis�

���� The HSI Colour Model

The HSI model is an attempt to represent a more psychophysically accurate rep�

resentation of colour� HSI is an acronym representing Hue� Saturation� and In�

tensity� It does not represent a group of primaries� but rather considers colours

in terms of their characteristics �
��� Thus we cannot compare it directly with the

Kuppers model�

Hue describes the pure colour� Saturation is the measure of the absence �or

presence� of white light� and Intensity is the brightness of the colour at any one

point� Looking at the intensity map of a colour image� one would see� essentially�

a black and white version of the original� Thus the HSI system separates the

colour from the intensity information from an image� The colour components of
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Figure �
�� HSI Colour Space

an image are separated from the intensity� and are de�ned with respect to the

colour triangle� as shown in Figure �
��

The HueH of a colour P de�ned in terms of the RGB co�ordinates is the angle

of the vector P with respect to the Red axis� So if a colour is Red� the angle H

will be equal �� as yellow Y is de�ned as being half way between Red and Green�

its Hue angle is de�ned as ��� Hue is calculated from the the following relation�

H � cos��
�

�

�
��R�G� � �R�B��

��R�G�� � �R�B��G�B�����

�
��
���

The Saturation of a colour P is the degree to which colour is undiluted by white�
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and is proportional to the distance from the centre of the triangle� Consequently�

the greater the distance between a colour and the origin� then the more saturated

it is� We calculate the saturation from the following equation�

S � � � 

R�G �B
�min�R�G�B�� ��
�
�

Intensity in the HSI model is measured with respect to a line passing through

the centre of the triangle� and perpendicular to its plane� Intensities below the

triangle decrease to the minimumblack� and intensities above the triangle increase

to white� Intensity is calculated fromRGB values� normalised on the interval ������

and is de�ned as�

I �
R�G �B


��
��

Further details on the intricacies of this method can be found in Gonzalez and

Woods�

The distance D�x� y� can be measured fairly easily in this space� using the

formula

D�x� y� �
q
d�HS � d�I ��
���

Where dI is the di�erence between the intensities� obtained by subtraction�

and
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d�HS � x�s � y�S � 
ab cos�dH � ��
���

where in this case xS and yS are the saturation elements of the colours x and

y respectively� and dH is the hue angle between them�

This space has a number of advantages over the other device dependent spaces

examined� Firstly it has a similar structure to some of the device independent

spaces �such as CIEL!a!b!�� and thus its concept of distance bears a closer rela�

tion to perceptual di�erence than might be supposed�

Secondly� the distribution of information is rather more sensible� Unlike the

televisual spaces� where most of the information is concentrated in the Lumin�

ance�intensity� channel� there is also a considerable amount of information in the

hue angle�

Its principal disadvantage is that it rather less mathematically tractable� and

it can prove di�cult to use the hue angle for the extraction of information� Edge

detection often requires di�erentiation for example� As the Hue angle is discon�

tinuous� it cannot be used in this context� While it is certainly possible to detect

edges in the Intensity function� it is unfortunate� and perhaps disadvantageous

that colour information cannot be used so easily�
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���� Television Transmission Coding Spaces�

There are a number of colour coding systems that have been developed for the

purposes of e�ciency of transmission of televisual signals� and maintains com�

patibility with monochromatic television sets�
��� An example is the Y IQ system

which is created by the following relation�

�
���������

Y

I

Q

�
���������
�

�
���������

��
�� ����� �����

����� ���
�� ���
�

��
�
 ����
 �����

�
���������

�
���������

R

G

B

�
���������

��
���

Given its origins� there is little reason to expect that such spaces would be

suitable for image processing� One may observe that most of the colour spaces

being examined here are di�erent linear transforms of RGB space� and that all

they are doing is rearranging the information� In this case therefore the rearrange�

ment has been for the purposes of information coding� with no attention paid to

concepts of colour distance� This may seem like an unpromising start� however

there are a number of reasons to hope that these systems might prove more useful

than would �rst appear�

Firstly there is some circumstantial evidence to suppose that the human visual

system uses a similar coding system� A paper by Buschbaum and Gottschalk ���

applies information theoretic techniques that suggest that the most e�cient way

of coding the visual systems is to use a luminance and colour opponence channel
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technique� Using Karhunen�Loeve technique �for principal components analysis�

on a set of experimentally�obtained RGB colour primaries�

A matrix was derived that transformed the RGB primaries into a luminance

channel �slightly di�erent from the Y channel in the matrix described above�� and

two opponent channels� This is the APQ space that will be examined here� The

luminance channel is slightly di�erent from the luminance channel de�ned in the

televisual spaces�

More importantly however� if the human visual system uses an e�ciency�

driven coding� as this work would seem to suggest� then there is reason to suppose

that they are worth examining for image processing �although it of course does

not necessarily follow that it will be as useful�� The principal advantage that they

share is that they should largely decorrelate the colour information in the image�

One of the disadvantages� is that there is very little information in the other two

channels�

In all of these spaces� the co�ordinates are arranged so that the �rst co�ordinate

accounts for the largest proportion of the variance� the second co�ordinate accounts

for the second highest variance� and so on� If a picture displaying the information

content were to be displayed� the �rst channel would result in what looked like

a black and white rendition of the original image� however the remaining two

channels would resemble a rather noisy version�

What we have therefore are three functions� One luminance channel� with two

colour opponent channels� The luminance channel would appear to account for
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most of the variation in a signal� with the colour system varying only slightly�

���� Device Independent Colour Spaces

Device independent colour spaces seek to measure the colour percept� This prob�

lems is beset with a considerable number of di�culties� since everybody percept

of a particular colour is likely to be as individual as their �ngerprints� or their

DNA�

Nonetheless� the di�erences are usually quite small� and a mythical entity

called the standard observer has been developed in order to facilitate this process

of developing colour space� which is based on an aggregate of the data obtained

from a number of subjects� This data is then transformed into a number of co�

ordinate systems� with di�erent distance function�

These spaces often require that the distance function used should equate to

a measure of perceptible colour di�erence� In other words� the distance between

di�erent colours in a colour space� should in some way correlated to the magnitude

of di�erence between the two colours by an observer �����

The co�ordinate system for these device indepent spaces has remained fairly

stable� the CIEL!a!b! ���� �
�� ��� co�ordinates �based on a transformation of

the standard observer data� not having changed for over twenty years� The issue

that is more contentious is that of the distance function to use� which is changed

fairly frequently�
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Euclidean distance measures have proved inappropriate� since the loci of the

points of equal perceptual di�erence have been shown to be elliptical �euclidean

distance being circular�� Therefore most distance equations are modi�cations of

the Euclidean distance� to accommodate the major and minor axes of the ellipse�

The contentious issue is precisely how to �t the ellipse	 how to de�ne the major

and minor axes�

Given that so much attention has been drawn to the issue of colour di�erence�

it would seem sensible to transform the device dependent colour of the computer

screen�s RGB co�ordinates� into a device independent space� and then to apply

one of the many distance functions� This can be problematical however�

������ Transforming from Device Dependent to Device In


dependent Colour Spaces

Transforming from a Device Dependent space into Device Independent XYZ

�standard observer re�ectance values� requires careful calibration� which process

includes the following two stages�

�� The �rst stage involves gamma correction of the image�


� The second stage involves obtaining the white point balance for the screen�

From this information� it is then possible to calculate the transformation mat�

rix from RGB to XYZ�
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In order to e�ect an accurate transformation XYZ co�ordinates for the screen

phosphors need to known� It is possible to acquire these from the screen manufac�

turer� however it is highly probable that these will not be accurate� for a number

of reasons� such as wear and tear on the screen� the slight di�erences in quality

between the di�erent batches produced by the factory� and so on�

Consequently these values would have to be obtained bymeasurement� However

this is also problematical� due to the fact that measurements can be distorted�

since a number of large assumptions that have to made�

� Phosphor Constancy This assumption states that the colour signal emitted

by the monitor is always a linear combination of three primary lights with

�xed spectral power distributions� This means that that the light emitted

by a phosphor depends only on the spatial location and the intensity of the

light sent to the screen�

� Phosphor Independence The amount of light emitted by each phosphor de�

pends only on the input values for that phosphor�

� Spatial Independence Spatial independence assumes that is that the amount

of light emitted at a location depends only on the input values for that

location�

All of these assumption boil down to the single assumption that the output

of a monitor at a particular point on its screen depends only on the input values
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applied to that point� This assumption proves to be enormous� It is frequently the

case that the light output from a particular point on the screen is in fact in�uenced

by input to neighbouring areas� and also on the phosphors of neighbouring areas�

Consequently there is a great deal of di�culty involved in the precise trans�

formation of RGB co�ordinates to XYZ space� However there is an �engineering

solution�� The need for accurate measurement of the phosphor XYZ co�ordinates

can be circumvented� by assuming that the monitor conforms to a certain stand�

ard for monitor design� such as Rec ���� or Rec ���� The resulting calibration

will be inaccurate� although some authors have claimed success for this approach�

It is possible therefore� to e�ect a rough transformation from RGB to XYZ�

however it is not possible to convert this XYZ space to Lab� or Luv space� because

to do so requires accurate measurements of the white spot� which is less easy to

approximate� This particular process can introduce signi�cant inaccuracies that

render the co�ordinates worthless�

It has been decided that the problems of calibrating monitors for precise colour

measurement� are worthy of separate study� but too complex to be considered here�

���� Experiments

Having discussed the di�erent colour spaces� then the next stage is to consider

how to assess them� In the previous chapter� an assessment technique has been

suggested based on the clustering technique described in Chapter �� The spaces
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Error Vector Results
Image RGB APQ YIQ YUV HSI
Plastic Cutlery ���� ���� ��� ���
 
���
Metal Hearts ���� ��
� ���
 ��� ����
Golden Gate Bridge ���
 ���� ���� ���� ���
Lady in Red ���� ���� ���� ��� ����
The Parrots ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Table �
��� Quality Results

Number of Segments
Image RGB APQ YIQ YUV HSI
Plastic Cutlery 
����� ��� ����� �
��� �����
Metal Hearts ������ ����� ����� ���� �����
Golden Gate Bridge ������ ����� �
��� ����� ����
Lady in Red ����� ����� �
���� ����� ������
The Parrots ������� ���� ������ ������ �����

Table �
�
� Quality and Number of Segments Results

considered are the RGB� and HSI spaces� as well as some of the techniques de�

veloped for the transmission of colour spaces �YIQ and YUV�� Also considered is

Buschbaum and Gottschalk�s notion of the retinal encoding system� the so�called

APQ technique�

The APQ technique was based on a Principal Components analysis of RGB

sensitivity functions� This is supposed to transform the original RGB sensitivities�

into an orthogonal space� and thus producing suitable features�

The tables show the numerical results of the segmentation� Each image was

segmented at least �ve times� in each colour space� using di�erent starting condi�

tions for the K�Means segmentation algorithm which was described in the previous
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chapter� The complete results may be found in the appendix� For each colour

space� the goodness measures for each image were averaged� and this is what

appears in the tables�

Considering the results for the quality of the segments �Table �
��� one may

notice that the best results were given by the RGB space� When the number of

discovered segments is taken into account� the results for the televisual spaces are

the better results�

While RGB would appear to be the loser in the Table �
�
� there is no clear�

decisive� winner� The HSI� APQ� and the televisual spaces show roughly equival�

ent results�

It is suggested here that the combining any of these spaces with the seg�

mentation technique discussed in Chapter � will result in a reasonable� e�cient

segmentation�

Cluster based segmentation will resolve the textures characterised by minor

discontinuities in the image function� For textures characterised by larger discon�

tinuities� the cluster picture lends itself to the kind of analysis described in Part

II�
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Figure �
��� Segmentation Results� RGB �top�� APQ �middle�� HSI �bottom�
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Part IV

Concluding Section
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Chapter ��

Conclusions and Future Work

���� Review

This study has concerned itself with the analysis of image segmentation� It has

been considered as a pattern recognition problem� where structural�spatial in�

formation has to be considered as well as similarity� A number of problems have

been addressed� and tentative solutions presented� A brief review is presented�

Firstly one of the problems of image segmentation is that it is very di�cult to

judge the results� In Chapter Four of this study� the issue of objective criteria for

the judgement of image segmentation hypotheses was presented� It was stated

that the quality of a segmentation algorithm is best judged in terms of its pre�

determined requirements� and that the best approach is to accumulate evedence

that supports an image segmentation hypothesis�

The mechanismwhereby this is achieved is to judge a segmentation hypothesis
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based on a particular set of cues �either colour� texture� or edges�� in terms of

other cues� So for example if an image has been segmented on the basis of edges

it can be judged on the basis of its consistencies in terms of colour or texture�

A number of error measures were discussed and an error vector was produced�

The dot product of the error vector with the unit vector produced a single scalar

number representing the overall error� combined with the number of segments

discovered� that forms the basis of judgement�

In determining the overall error� the error vector can be multiplied by a vector

of weights� so as to enable di�erent sets of evidence to be given di�erent emphases�

The purpose of using weighted vectors in determining the error is to allow �ex�

ibility� For example particular requirements might allow for greater tolerances

of textural analysis than colour� and vice versa� The weight vector allows for

suitable compensations to be made�

The second part of the study considered the issue of texture� A number of

techniques were presented based on enhancing images� Traditional edge detectors

were found to work best with Gabor �lters� The fractal dimension approach

worked better with the �ner Kasinski �lters� as this gave a more precise de�nition

of the relevant information�

The enhanced images were segmented using Gabor Filter�based techniques�

and moderately satisfactory results were obtained� These were used as the basis

for comparison with the other techniques discussed� These included a considera�

tion of fractal dimension�based techniques�
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Given an enhanced image� techniques used to analyse the fractal dimension of

curves were applied to enhanced images� and segmentation performed� The results

indicate that these were better than those obtained for Gabor Filters and can be

considered as an improvement� particularly since in some cases rapid calculation

was possible�

The analysis of texture based on edges and boundaries is by no means original�

Much of the early work on texture considered edges in terms of their statistical

distributions� and their structural arrangement� Furthermore segmentaton of im�

ages on the basis of fractals is by no means original� although most authors discuss

the issue of discrimination rather than segmentation�

The contententious view that all surfaces can have a fractal dimension leds to

the implementation of segmentation technique using Fractal dimension� in con�

junction with Kasinski edges� Kasinski edges have not been used in this way

before� and the results indicate that it may be a promising technique� Further�

more the use of edge images� in conjunction with the Fractal Dimension in this

way� as far as the author is aware� an innovation� as is the use� and calculation of

the information dimension in this context�

The third section of the work considered colour feature spaces� and sought to

�nd the more attractive feature set for the analysis of colour� Much work of this

nature has been attempted in the past� however a di�erent set of criteria were

considered here� Colour spaces were treated as metric spaces� and the results of

segmentation based on distance metrics within these spaces used as the basis for
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judgement� The results obtained after careful experimentation revealed that HSI

space proved to a�ord the most usefully distributed information of all the colour

spaces� but its principal disadvantages were based on the fact that one of the

axes was discontinuous� making it less mathematically tractable� Otherwise the

Televisual based colour spaces seemed to a�ord the better results�

In order to assess the colour spaces discussed� an algorithm was developed

based on a clustering technique� As clustering techniques are based on distance

functons� this would appear to be the most important means of assessing metric

spaces� E�cient clustering techniques were found� with the result that it was

possible to create an e�cient clustering algorithm using Clustering in combination

with other techniques �such as region growing� to extract the spatial structure that

is ignored by the clustering technique� A method for combining colour and texture

is presented� combining this work with the textural analysis methoods described

above�

This then completes the review of the work completed up to the date� The

following is a consideration of the gaps that could be �lled by further consideration

of some of the themes�

���� Future Work

The consideration of the issue of texture raised a number of possible areas of

future work� Particularly with regard to the considertion of Kasinski Filters�
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Figure ���� Image Segmented on the basis of Edge Histograms

These �lters o�er the possibilities of a richer description of the kinds of edges

discovered than is the case with other edge�detection masks� This richer descrip�

tion includes the convexity�concavity of an edge� and some information about its

orientation� Therefore a more structured approach to the issue of image segment�

ation is possible� Early experimentation with this approach has yielded promising

results�

Consider Figure ��� where the image has been segmented by using regional

histograms of di�erent edge types as features associated with each pixel� The

image has been created using clustering on these features�

Other areas where the analysis of texture may be applied� is in the use of higher

order fractal dimension as de�ned by Gollub and Baker ���� Such a technqiue

would merit further study� since higher order statistics are often considered to be

of particular importance in the analysis of texture ����
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������ Pattern Recognition Techniques

Throughout this study� unsupervised pattern recognition techniques have been

considered unsuitable for the purposes of segmentation� due to the fact that they

do not generalise� However in the study of clustering� the learning vector quant�

isation technique shows a means of making supervised techniques unsupervised�

by using a subset of image features as a training set� This technique could be

applied to other supervised pattern recognition algorithms� in order to segment

images�

Images tend to contain large numbers of points� which make this approach

feasible� It would be interesting to try segmentation based on a Neural Network�

such as a self�organising mechanism� where by an input image could produce a

segmentation hypothesis� in the output layer of a Kohonen map�

���� Afterthought

It would be impossible to quantify� and report the value of the experience gained

during this thesis� It will be hard to live without it�
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Appendix A

Results
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Split and Merge Results
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Simple Clustering
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